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1
1.0
Results of a _relLztnar7 APl_Cation Stud_r of the Jet-_lap roto:
are presented an._ discussed. Because of its potentt_ features in these arer_,
heavy 1t_t and high speed applications were investigated. Comparison of the
_et-f_ap vehicles with sha_-Zztven helicopters of comparable technolo_ was
made. Because of the limited technological base of the _et-f_p rotor:
uncertainties exist as to the achievable values of some of the design pe_meters.
Theref_e s numbe_ of side studies were conducted to deter=tne the _ensitivLties
or these pa:_meters on the des_u. P3-4..,_ cross weight _s the pr_ary design
ertterLon in the stud_rp but some _reltmina_ cost studies were also conducted.
Zt va4 found that the Jet-fZap rotor (an4 variation thereof) ha4
the potential f_" stsntftcantl_ _ the aar_c charactertst4e_ f
h_h speed rotar_ _ fight. So_n,er, _ ariafuel r__
CcrL'a/_
achievethen _perlor _ qua.tit_Luare t,_.sh, etth _ _ "
umzqptions fro" de_l.gn and _e parsneters, Jet-fZap helicopters of
sJ4patf_,_snt_ _ eupt_ veJ4h_ ,_.hmt th&t of e0mpar&ble sh_t-dr_jn helteol_
to S_rrom equLt zLutans can _ vtsmd£zed. 4Umm, _e _ of fue_
............................................ ". ....... _.: _._,,-.__, - o_
' ................... _ EL° ....................... :_'"I¢....-_'.......
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1The effects on vehicle design characteristics of thrust recovery,
duct loss, parasite drs_, duct area ratio (denotir_ solidity), disc loadi_,
tip speed, power split, and auxiliary thrust in high speed f/J4ht were inves-
tigated. Of these, the thrust recovery factc_ is most important as the effect
of the others is either small or best values could be predicted with
confidence. Thrust recovery is difficult to determine experimenta/_, and
in the centrifu&_l field with the rectangular nozzle, the uncertainty il
aggravated. Gross weight variation for the _ speed case can be from +l_
%o -9 percent for a thrust recovery range of 80 to lO0 percent. F_ the
shoz't-r_., heavy-lift _-ase,the sensitivity is appreciably lower, Thls
is attributable to lower fuel weight fraction.
This application study was parametric in nature, and man_ point
designs were sized with different generalized i_ eharacter_stles. The
fzamew_k Is not es_.ablished as a departm_ point for more specific design
studies and f_r studies of the "intangibles."
w_
1969016189-011
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents results of a Prel/minary Application Study.
exploring the potential capability of vehicles equipped with a Jet-flap rotor
in performing typical high speed and heavy-lift helicopter missions. It
was conducted by the Vought Aeronautics Division of the LTV Aerospace
Corporation (LTVAC) under contract to NASA Ames Research Center and the
U. S. Ar_ Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Moffett Field, California.
Technical support was provided by personnel f_om Giravions-Dorand of France.
The study reported here complements analytical and experimental
investigations conducted by Giravions-Dorand under co_tract to the U. S. Ar_
and NASAAmes over approximately the last decade. .Full-scale tests of.8
39-foot-diameter rotor designated DH 2011 have been conducted in the Ames.
_80-Foot tunnel. Results of those tests and additional studies by NASA
(_D-3028) revealed that large forces per unit blade area developed by the
Jet-flap rotor, exceed conventional rotor capabilities by fa.-tors of 2 and
mm_e. There was no evidence of retreati_ bl_le stall. The increase4 lift
and propulsive force capabilities demonstrated, which did not represent Jet-
flap concept li_ts, indAcate the Jet-flap rotor to be both feasible and of
potential w_ue for high-speed rotes, low c_ moderate speed rotors where
high lift is require4, or for helteopt_s whe_ high _ per .nlt ar_ my
he utilized to reduce the rotor siu. The l_esent st,_ was inLtia_d f_
Mdttional test of the _ 2011 ro_.orp seheeatsa to be l_Taawed in _
]meNsa.eh C_ _Ca_O-fUot tunn_ /n the slad_ eL' 1969, shou_ _ sI'm
to the i
i9 901 89012
_ In contrast to most application studies, the aircraft's mission
was not specified or defined by the Statement of Work. Rather the contractor
conducted a mission analysis in which high speed and hea_ lift missions of
all types were surveyed, and representa_ive missions in each of the two r,
categories were defined as base missions about which to conduct the parametric
stu_.
Literally hundreds of vehicles were actually sized in the course
of the stud_ through the use of the computer programs. In formulating the
vehicle concepts, emphasis was on the performance, while Just enough design
work was accomplished toprovlde an understanding of the essentials of this
type of vehicle, particul_rl_r with regard to problem areas. Thus typical
design concepts of the rotor, hub, and other mechanisms were formulated t_
provide the required credibility. No _.,sign opttmizations were .malebut
rather opti_zations were limited to the rotor parameters which would yiel4
gross weight for the designated design missions.
One of the primary Eoals of the study was to deterzd£e the
mission best maited to utilize the Jet-flap rotor's capability and potentiel.
Ag_Lttimml_, t_e 8%u_ was to identify areas of research z_lutred to enhenee
the use of the Jet-flap rotor coaolpt.
In _he _ phase of the stu_, the Jet-flap opt_l_mw
l_.sea, u _ u Ix_lS_Le, an the _ 2011 t,eir_ _ _. 'Sd,s
is • cola, _ Wste_ u_L1lsSM • turboshett me 4z.'J:rl_ s omBmmm'.
i
t
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1missions selected, re_!ts indicated that the Jet-fl_p system did not possess
the necessary degree of improvement in cost-effectiveness to present a salable
approach.
Xt ms evident, from some side studies conducted in the f_rst
_hase,that sigAific_ntimprovementcouldbe realizedby utilizinga vaz=
or hot propulsic__ycle. Of interestalso_as the improvementthat might
be realizab_ if more optimistic values of parameters such as thrust recovery
factorwere a_s_ed.
Thus, the next phase of the stud_ e_phazizedthe sensitlvAt_"
of key parameters,particularlyin the high Zl_edapplication.I_ v_riables
for the sensitivity stud_ were specified as thrust recovery factor, propulsion
lystem pressure loss, and parasite drag factor. Other factors vhose sensitivity
vas exaz_ed in side steadies included area ratio (ratio of duct area to bladd"
profile area), pressure ratio, tip speed, diameter, (disc loading), and direct
thrust c_ during high speed. Data are presented in such a _7 that
the design characteristics @an be estimated for any combinations of values
withinthe range I_. _he range of the l_S initla_ were arbltrari_
selected even though it vas known tJ_t s_Of the variables were not total_
independent. _ti_ valnu of _he variablu based on L_VACtechnical
;1_ m ind.l._te_., - -
In _ w:d_, a e_lle dJJeusat_ _ the --_, z'ei.ilt.li.
aria eeoelnad_ odrthe _ a_,ld_t_t__ am Wenutea. kada_LemlL --
math.u aworJ.Sd;.4,omo_ _ _ ,,,ha,mdx,tMtSa,t,ia_ _/tsm:-"
z_m't_ J._¥_l_m ]:I. ____._ ,,_............ __.__.
.. I _D .... i/ I ,,_..lille _ _ .... - I I I l ___ :
i
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1• 3.0 S_UDY_ITDDS AND GROUNDM/LES
3.1 PROPULSION
The propulsionaspectof the Jet-flapapplicationstudyconsists
primaril_ of an assess' ent of the physical and thermodynamic characteristics
of several types of Jet-flap systems. Included are systems in which all
propulsion is provided by the Jet-f_p, systems in which Jet flap is combined
with other types of propulsion systems, and a comparative conventional shaft-
d_iven system_
A performance calculation methodology was developed, which was
use_ to assess the individual systems, and to examine the effect of key
propulsion parameters on system efficiency.
To assist in this endeavor, informal inquiries were submitted to
several engine manufacturers resettling the performance and physical character-
istics of the turbo_achinery associated with the various systems. The results
of these inquiries are indicated where appropriate. All engines selected for
use in this stud_ are Judged to be of approxin_te_ equivalent technoXogy level.
3.1.1 3et Flap _ion SystemRequirenent8
_he primaryfuncti_ of the Jet-flappropuXsionsystemis, of
course, to provide main rotor power. Secondary functions include hover yme
conta_Xfo_'_e8, aircraft acces_n7 pow_, _i in somecases,4Lirect_--_i_
_" i
AsIna11p._tlo _ _Ive_te_, a.tltm_m"_N_Itm_ts i
a_e 1_e_all_, uro. _ faree is req_, heweva',te e_
ni_l _,a b_a_ frlctlm, bo_h _f whleh _ _ _e _
I /
i
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tend to rotate the fuselage in a direction opposite that of the rotor.
In a_lAtion_ a controllable force is required in both _irections for hover and
low speed heading control. An analysis of the net anti%orque and control force
required has not been made in thi3 stu_. However, reasonable l_nalties have
been assessed when aypropriate, as indicated in the indivldusl system descrip-
tions. . _ -- -.
S.1.2 Propulsion System Concepts ....
S.1.2.1 Sha_-Driven Ro%or
Figure S*I shows the conventional mechanical drive sys%emj
which serves as a basis for ccmpa_son with the Jet-f_p systems in this studF.
Figure3-I MechanicalDrive System
XMain transmission and cooling loss: 4% of input power
Accessory power extraction: 2% of input
Power to tail rotor: 7% of output to main
rotor at hover,
decreasing to 1.3_
at 200 knots
Tail rotor gearboxes: 2% of tail rotor power
These losses combine to give an overall transmission efficiency
(rotor horsepover/ac_ual engine SHP) of 87.8 l_ercentat hover, increasing
to 92.7 percent at 200 knots or greater. Combined inlet loss and trans-
mission losses result in a hover efficiency (rotor horsepower/rated
engine SHP) of 86.2 percent. Rated power is the specification l_wer at
the "take-off" (i0 minutes) power setting, sea level standard static
conditions.
_. Propulsion system performance in terms of rotor horse_er
available, engine fuel flow, engine residual net thrust, and engine
physical size were calculated as a function of rated engine power,
pover setting, and airspeed.b--_ -o o . o
3.1_.2 Jet-Flap _ters
There are three basic Jet-flap _ion cycles, no-_T,tlly
cstegorlzed u nonld", "_rarmt_an_ "hot," depending on the relative teR-
Imrstureof the p_ whichis delAve_edto therotor. The cbara_etles
e_ t_ese three _ are _scr_b_t/n t_ foMLow'A_ ,
M.th _ et _ em_odte ._.
e_mntJa137_e stun u 'Urn_lam_hiek vu u_l _ tl_ J_l. _Le
IJ ",
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1COMPRESSORDRIVE BY TIRBOSHAFTENGII_ES
.................... ,, . ..... k,. _
_-:-_ .......... " '"':"_.._"._.;:-qi,-,;_,,,-'_':_: _.._'_- ,_ ":_/___i:.-: ,- 5_.,'_,._i_i.........:L ;_'_:_ _.-. ,-
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iJet-flaprotortests.I Rotorgas _onsistsof compressedair, suppliedby a
mechanicalcompressor. The compressoris drivenby turboshaftengines,
c_led to the compressorti_ougha gearbox. The gearboxpermits"engine
out" o_eratlon,_tches engineand compressorspeed requirements,and provides
c_
for accessorypowerextraction.It is estimatedthat sufficientlow speed --
directionalcontrolforce can be obtainedby vectoringthe residualthrustof
the turboshaftengines;therefore,no propulsionpenaltyis assessed. As
flightspeed increases,directionalcontrolis ts_en overby aero_vna_e
forces,and the engineexhaustsare vectore_aft.
The sameturboshaftengineand inletare used in the mechanical
and coldcycle Jet-flApsystems. Therefore,the engineperformance_ata
generatedfor the mechanicalrotor_s use_ for the co1_ cycleJet-flap.
_ssor weight _I size datawere ol_a.t.ned _ General
Electric. Compressor perfornmnce _p8 were generated for a range of pressure
ratios, based on In-house data and on _ormtion from _CA reports RM-ES_G2_,
lqM-E_I_T.,31,lq.l-_._/', and lq,t-Er_Y.D'rA. Figures 3-3, 3-_ and 3-_;_,hovthe
re'rant _ps for design pressure ratios of 2.0, 3.0 and _.2 respectively.
Table 3-I sumarlzes the compressorcharactericties.Pressureratio seleotic=
and detailed perrormnce calculation procedures are discussed later in t,hJ.8
(_) w:t _e 8r_teu
desi_ _o_emi_=Ltlage_ theee]AfaaaArvi_ _ ho_t_biaeex_m,__,
m used1;oprovi_ a ",,m" ps a'tztm to t,_e rot_. ZCv_z4__#
1 ";:)Is_O'UL]b:pe:_ ,Tet..-trAsp_at,eA,'_lravAW I)ema4Co.Domee,_
X_ 20.tl..OT-2.tg?_ 3/_, Vet,m _.
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1TABLE 3-1 COLD CYCLEC(>:-L_ESS(IRCHAP$.CTER.T.STICS
(BASED011RATED _T OF _ = i0,000HI')
I i
PATIO PT3 ! TT3 GHP3 ! WEIGHT GHP_-- i GHP3 GHI_3:S rated I{ _Ib/hr i KP/IBPSIA i "F ib/sec HP Ib
1 Fe.O 29.1 189.3 210.6 8220 ' 250 i I 1.95 32.88i _ 82.2 i3.0 _3.7 '278.6 125.1 8391 190 i 83.9 1.99 _.16
I
_.2 61.1 36o.9 91.o 8_92 190 8_.9 2.01 i_.69
• j i I I
SHP rated = lOjO00
Installed EngineFuel Flow = _223 ib/hz
1C " ' t>
-*-[U] _ _ik
---iqD,-
k_ ISOLATION & DIVERTER VALVE
TURBOFANENGINE
OVERBOARDDIVERTER
DUCTS • •
2
ISCLATION& DIVERTERVAINE
GAS _.,_RA_"_R
-- "-'--_/_ OVEP_RD DIVERTER
:I ___._../_'",_I
B. ]KEC/¢_I
_, Figure 3-_ Warn and Hot C'_.le System
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i
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Iand overboard ducts provide for engine starting, maintenance run up, and
isolation of a failed engine. Directional control in hover is providedi
by control Jets which use gas bled from the main rotor duct.
Specific warm cycle performance in this report is based on
advanced turbofan stu;_ydata provided by Pratt & Whitney. The characteristics
of these engines, identified for convenience as "Engine B" through '_ngine 6",
are sho_m by Table 3-2. These engines were selected so as to cover a range of
mixed flow pressure ratios. Figure 3-7 shows the relationship between bypass
ratio and pressure ratio for these engines. The significance of these effects
will be subsequently covered. Yaw control and leakage flow is estimated at
5 percent of total flow in hover, decreasing to 2 percent as airspeed
increases. This penalty is based on informal discussions with Dornler
engineers on the performance of the D0-132 hot cycle helicol_er.
(3) Hot Cycle System
Figure _-6B shows the hot cycle system utilized in this stu_.
Rotor gas in this case is su1_lied by gas generators, which are essentiall_
turbojet engines. The ducting system, yaw control system, and flow penal-
ties are the same as for the warm cycle system.
Specific hot cycle performance in this report is _ased on
advanced gas generator stu_r _ta 1_ovided By General Electric. Hot cycle
engine c_Aracteristics, identified as "Engines I and 2", are shown by
Table S-2. Their relationship with the warm cycle engines ou the pressure
ratio sca:l.e is shown By _l._ure' 3-7.
3.1.2.3 Composlte SFstem
The _et-l"J_p rSste= esn be eGmbJ_edwith other rotor-_rive
_rm to fora v_rAous c_z_osite _. _e objective of these
.............. II qllll II I L I I II I I II]lJlllll - I/IIIIILI _],:
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1is to attain an overall efficiency higher than that of the pure Jet-flap,
while retaining most of its advantages. Composite systems which have
been considered in this study are the partial mechanical, partial "tip-Jet,
and partial direct propulsion (compound),described as follows:
(I) Pa_ I _chanical System
The Ix_rtialmechanical system is essentially a conventional
shaft-driven rotor system with Jet-flap blowing superimposed. The system
considered herein utilized the cold Jet-flap cycle, with air supplied By
compressor driven by the main rotor transmission. A tail rotor is required
to counteract the torque of the mechanical portion of the drive.
The turboshad_ engine used in this system is the same as
was used in the pure cold cycle system described previously.
(2) Partial Tip-Jet System
This is an all pneumatic system, in which the rotor air is
apportioned bet_wen the Jet-flap nozzles and the rotor tip-jet nozzles. The
tip-Jets are more efficient than the Jet-flap because they are located at
a greater effective radius, and are not deflected. They are purely propulsive,
however, and do not contribute to rotor lift of control.
The l_rtial tip-Jet s_tems in this study utilize the hot cycXe.
3.x.z. Thru stem,
The objective of these systems is to relieve the rotor of _e
of its for_ thrust requirement by means of an auxiliary .thrust producing
device. A lower mission gross weight can be achieved if the efficienc_ of
the a_xiXta_ thru_er ex_ t_t of %he rotor by an _ _ftcl_
to effect a fueX velght saving 1_eator than the weight of the enxiliary
tbrut _n_em. _ously the required offi_en_ advantage is EtroeElt
d
t
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1Auxiliary thrust systems considered in this study are Jet
thrust, fan thrust, and propeller thrust.
(i) Jet-Thrust Compound System
Jet-thrust compounding was considered in conjunction with the
hot cycle Jet-flap system as shown by Figure 3-8A. The basic hot cycle
system has been modified by the a_Iditionof Jet nozzles to which a portion
of the gas generator flow can be directed in cruise. Variable area Jet-flap
and Jet-thrust nozzles are required, in order for the engines to "see" the
same equivalent exhaust system regardless of how the flow is prorated between
the thrust nozzles and the rotor.
Although this _stem is relatively simple, the Jet nozzles
incur significant Jet efflux losses within the speed capability of th_
helicopters considered.
(2) F_n-ThrustCo_und System
One method of fan-thrust co_ou_ding is to subztitute turbofan
engines for the gas generators in Figure 3-&A. This combines the simplicity
and light weight of the Jet-thrust co___poundsystem ._rlththe cruise efficiency
of the fans. H_ever, this methc_ necessitates a warm cycle for the Set-
flap rotor which has certain undesirable features, discussed subsequently
in this section.
The hot cycle rotor can be c_ined _th fan _ro_ulsion by the
system sheba in Figure S-SB. Xn this case, a portion of the gas generat_
outlmt is directed to tip turbine fans for cruise. Variable a_mlssi_ !
gec_ry is required on the fan t_Arblne_ provide for various flow s_Xit|.
With this system, a rels_Ive_v long mlssloa is required in order for the !
fans to save their weight In fueX.
, ...................... _- "" _L,,_ _
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1Both methods of fan-thrust compounding have been considered
in this study. The tip turbine case is based on study data from Genera_
Electric.
(3) TurbopropCompound_stea
Of the several possible methods of turboprop compolmdlng, the
one selected for this study is simply to install a separate turboprop
engine and pro_eller. This permits the propeller to be combined with any
of the Jet-flap cycles with a minimum of complication and technical risk.
3.1.2._ Other Jet-Flap _stems
Numerous additional combinations, refinements, and rearrange-
meritsof Jet-flap systems can be conjectured. Some which have been suggested
include tip burning, _rivelin_ tip nozzles, _rm cycle with flow split
(cold flaps plus hot tips), Cycl_c flow rate _riation, use of regenerator|,
and rotor-mounted engines.
3.1.3 Propulsion Par_eters and Cycle Comparisons
3.1.3.1 ESHP
Lu the case of the conventional shaft-&riven rotor, the propul-
sion system output is expressed in terms of the net power available at the
rotor hub, downstream of all transmission and installation losses. Since
the _e_-flap rotor has no shaft power out_, the _-- delivered to the
rotor in this case is expressedas "equivalent" s}_ norselxe_r,
(nattobe confusedwitht_rboTrepenginetermino_). _ is 2A_
_ equlvalen_, u far as the _ is concerned, _ the m_ _ e_
_ l_swer&t _ _.
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1Ar_l_tical_y, ESHP is equal to the gross thrust horsepower of
the Jet (Mj VjejT), less the power returned to the rotor for centrifugal
compression and Corlolis acceleration (Mj V/)"
Mj(v eft_vT)
55u
where: Mj = rotor mass flow, Ib/sec/ft/sec2
Vjeff = effective nozzle velocity, ft/sec
VT = rotor spe-.dat center of Jet, ft/sec
3.I.3.2 _mru_ _ec_r_
Thrust recovery, as used herein, refers to the percentage of
ideal nozzle thrust which is realized as a rotor torque producing force.
Fidea1 Mj Vj ideal
TR = MjYjFactual= eff
This term is used in the determination of V. in the ESHP
_e f_
equation.
This _Ject is suSsequentl_r covered in m_re detail in _ph
3.1.6. In this Itu_r, the sensitivity of gross weight to thrust recovery
values from 80 to I00 percent was exazined.
3.1.3.3 Gas Horse_o_mr
Oas horEepower refers to the energy potential _ich the gas
poa_esae, _ virtue ef Ira _)O_t_L._. l_¢e,suz'e an_ flew rate:
iGas horsepower can be thought of as the shaft power which would
be developed by an ideal turbine, if the gas were expanded through it to
ambient pressure, with zero kinetic energy exhaust.
3.1.3._ Pressure Drop
System pressure drop, as used herein, refers to the loss iu
total pressure between the gas generator outlet (Sta. 3) _,d the rotor
nozzle (Sta. 5), axpressed as a percentage of the pressure available:
APT3_5 / PT3
Centri_ga ! compression is calculated separately and is not included in the
_P figure. This subject is covered in detail in Paragraph 3.1.5.
3.1.3.5 Duct !._ch _ber
The design duct _,hch number selection is a comprc_se between
the flow area required to achieve a low ._ch nu_er, and the high pressure
losses associated with a high Mmch nt_ber. In a system with high pressure
loss coefficients, the area increase required along the flow path to hold
the Nach number constant can defeat the advantage of a 1_ entry area if
too high a _ch number is selected.
A duct _kch ntm_er optir_zation was not included in the present
study; however, a value of 0.3 was selected based on past experience.
3.1.3.6 Rotor Propulsion Syst'.=_ficienc7
Tb£s ];m.-mmeter shoes how effectivel7 the gas hareepow_
delivered to the rotor is converte4 into equivalent ;bs_ horsepower:
• i
.... Jllll III_
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1Included are pressure drop, temperature drop, thrust recovery
and energy lost in the Jet effl_. In the ideal system,, internal losses
are zero and thr%Ast recovery is ICO percent. In this case, the only loss
%-%)2.is %he energy remainin_ in the Jet eff_ux, _-
ESHP
_"nerefore _ Pidesl = "_SHP + Jet Efflux Less
_v-
2
= 2
Therefore, for a given rotor tip speed, propulsion efficiency is improved
by decreasing the Jet velocity, which is effected by decreasing the
temperature or pressure or both.
-. o
In order to deliver a certain level of thrust, as the Jet
velocity decreases, the ross flow m_t incres_,e. In the ILultln£ case,
where Vj " _T' In_ive efficiency is lO0 percent, but an infinite flow
rote is re_h_l. The _ical s_icance of this _r is illustrated
b_r _ a l:t_ Jet V'fOLatrem_ with a belicopt®r of the sine fpross
m,tl_. The Xtft _a dmX_ _ _r m of • low ms8 flow,
vel,:_t_r 3_. Dm.._ah _slom effeetem iad_ea_iv_ of t_ _ _
dmml,_ lain _- admaS • _ _ velm:tt_ t_ a meh _ :u_
.d,,. ........... In _ IH,I' _1 I Ill I I II qllll II il II II _J"---"-
............................. . _ ........ ___....._....._ ._.._
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1Figure 3-9 sh_s the ideal rotor system propulsive efficiency
of several of the Jet-flap systems considered in this study.
3.1.3.7 C_s C_nerator Efficienc_
This parameter shows the efficiency of the gas generator system,
in terms of GHP delivered per pound of fuel consumed, as shown by Figure 3-I0
for the various systems considered. It is interesting to note that whereas
the low pressure cold cycle system is a clear choice on the basis of
Figure 3-9, it is the least attractive in Figure 3-10. It appears that the
cold cycle efficiently utilizes the gas delivered to the rotor, but generates
the gas in an inefficient manner. The basic reason for the poor showing
of the cold cycle as a gas generator is that an excessive number of energy
transformations is required. The gas generator portion of the turboshaf_
engine converts fuel into a gas horsepower inl_utto the ix_werturbine,
which converts the energy to shaft power. This power is delivere_ through
a gearbox to a com._ressor,where it is converted back to gas l_wer. Each
of these transformations incurs losses.
In the warm cycle, only the cold portion of the flow goes through
the intermediate s.___ Ix_r link, whAch decreases with by_aFs ratio.
In the hot cycle, all of the energy is delivered in _HP form,
resulting in the most e_cient gas generation _e_
3.1.3.8 Overall _-tem F_fiCiencI
The overan s_'te_ effi_l_l_ c_=biues gas Sm_.Tator efficten_
a_l the roar s_stez efficle_c_, _Ivlag z
ES_.
!
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"REPRODUE:IBILITY oF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR."
Figure 3-ii shows a measure of this efficiency in terms of
ESHP/_f for the various systems, __ a function of system losses. It can
be noted that on an overall basis, the cycles are much more equivalent than
Figures 3-9 or 3-10 would indicate. Furthermore, when realistic system
losses are included, all of the systems and pressure ratios fall in a
rel_tively narrow efficiency band. This is because system losses have a
more pronourt' effect on the low pressure systems, thus reducing their
efficiency a_w_ntage.
3.1.3.9 Duct Area Re_ired
The duct area required is a function of system efficiency,
type of cycle, and design duct l,_chnumber. It is expressed in terms of
average total cross-sectional area required per ESHP delivered. The area
required is calculated on the basis of average gas density in the ductlng
system. In order to hold a constant _ch number, t he entry area will be
somewhat smaller than the average value, and the area at the entrance to
the rotor somewhat larger, due to decreased density as a result of pressure
losses (Fanno line conditions). The area along the rotor will be essential_v
constant, due to centrifugal compression offsetting the effects of duct
friction, as noted by Hen_ I.
Figure 3-12 shows the flow area required for the various system.
The lower specific energy level of the low pressure end of the scale results
in higher gas flow rates with consequent increase in duct are_.
.o
1 "One-Dimensional, C_pressible, Viscous Flow Relations Applicable t.o
FX@w in a Duct Helicopter Rotor", J. R. Henry, _ACA TN 3089, 19_3
d
-°
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13.1.3.10 P_m Dr_
The ram drag associated with taking the rotor airflow on board
is a function of the rotor airflow requirement and aiz_lane velocity. For
those systems using turboshaf_ engines, the ram drag of the engine %irflow
is included in the residual net thrust of the en4ine. Ram drag is a major
deterrent to the use of low pressure, high flow cycles, especially in the
high speed application. Although the incoming air contributes energy t_
the system in the amount of Mo VoW2 , this does not compensate for the
resultant ram drag horsepower required, MjVO x VO.
Figure 3-13 and 3-14 show t_l*cal v_ues of ram drag in high
speed cruise.
3.1.3.11 Overall _ste.u Co._arison
It is evident from the preceeding discussion that a prol_Ision
cycle and pressure ratio cannot be selected on the basis of any one prol_Ision
l_ra_eter. Propulsive efficiency alone is never used as the basis of
choosin5 the system. Overall SFC and vehicle gross weight required
acco.-p!isha specific _/ssion are the predc__Ir.antfactors. Therefore, the
final systen selection was made by cc:_arir_ the resultant gross _might of
aircraft designed for the same mission, using different propulsion cycles.
Fl@___e3-I_ shows the results of this comparison, the mechanics of which
are discussed in subse.auentsections of this report. It is concluded that
when all elq'ects are cortstdered, the hot cycle system results in the
Xightest weight vehicle. Other consi___atlons such as technlcal risk or
sval/ablli_ of componen_I would affect the actual _e: selection for a
specific application.
I
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I3.1.4 PropulsionSystemPerformanceN_thodology
3.1.4.1 Cold _cle
Engineand compressorperformancewere combinedto obtainthe
gas temperature,pressure,and flowrate sullied to the rotor system,for
a range of enginepower settingsand airplanevelocities. The ESHP delivered
to the zxltor_s then calculatedfor each of these conditions. The general
calculationproceduzeis as follows:
(I) Compressorairflowis related _power inputby means of."
t'-' Lt%)
From this relation, a curve of percent corrected airflow
versus percent SHP is calculated, where 100% is defined a4
take-off _ _nd V = O.
(2) Por each po_r setting and air_peed condition, the percent
pover availableis calculatedand is a!_liedto the com-
pressorexit.
(S) System pressure loss is substracted to obtain pressure
at point 4. Temperaturedrop frc_ S to _ is assumedas
(4) Pressureand temperatureincreasein the rotor due to
eentrii_al eoqn_ssiml am added algebraleal_ with
los_ll in the rster te obtain the ne_ _ In_les at"
1969016189-045
!1
(5) NozzleJet velocityis calculatedfromthe gas conditions
at Station2.
(6) Gross thrusthorsepoweris calculatedfrom airflowand
nozzleJet velocity. Thrustrecoveryfac_,orsare applied
at this time.
(7) _riolis l_r_r is calcdlated frcm tip speed and airflow.
_nis is the l_mr requiredto compressthe gas in the
rotor,and to increasethe angularmomentumof the flow
from zero (_t the hub)to the value at the tip.
_oo_"w/. _/:5o
(8) ESHP is obtainedfor eachthrust recovery_y subtracting
HP Coriolisfrom the appropriatev_lu_•of grossthru_
horsepm_er.
_'- _/. c__v_,-_t)_t/_o
(9) Confessor ram drag is calculatedfrom airflowend airplane
velocity.
])r = II_11 x ¥o
(10) Averagetotal _ct area z_ is calculate4_sed m
average&as ax_itlou and the Mach number_netioa
_P, en_Lae t_eX flow, net tirade, a_ ram _ are then scsled as a
/hmetiou e/" _ enlllae poe_. 8tel_ X t_._uSh I0 w_e eeAemlated I_ ,m_u "
er • e_ _eutlne,the _ e_ _eh a_e eem_alnedla Ve_ rr. i
Tab1__-3 _m.-Ae_e,the_e,,Itaa_eeXd_ _ _. .... i
l
•.,_3_. i -..
!
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1TABLE 3-3 PROFuT_SIONS_STF24CHARACTERISTICSCOLD CYCLE
TAKEGFFPO_.WER,VTI2 = 6_0 FPS
IRATIO RECOV. _ _ SHPrated ESKP SHPratedi
.1745 .881 .3719 _ .2_55 ._32
IO0 .i_5 1.089 ._516 j .2018 .32O3
':15 80 .2874 .596 .2516 ! .h120 .1739
I 90 .2217 .772 .3262 _ .3157 _ .2270
100 .1804 .9_9 ._x_ ! .2559 .28001
!
80 •3954 .h83 •_939 .5888 .1357
90 .2959 .611.5 .2725 ' .43_3 .12_40'
100 .2364 .808 .5411 .34'_O .2323i
3.0 5 _0 i.I0O5 .658 .2778 ; .i_ .2_92
90 .08_ _801 .3382 ! .I18_ .3039
I0O .o701 .9_/_ .3£85 .lOO3 .3587
15 8o .1/_ .513 .2589 .173_ .23oI
50 .0977 .750 .3168 .lh13 .2825
i i00 .0826 .887 .3748 .1192 , .33_8
i :
25 _ 80 .Ih56 .562 .2372 .2138 .2083
90 .1/81 •693 •_925 .1726 •2579
I 993 23 _77 i_8 07_
I
_.2 5 80 .0593 .617 .2607 .0835 .1855
90 .0_95 .739 .3L19 .0697 .2221
too .o_6 .860 .3632 .o_98_ .2588
_5 8o .0689 .589 .2_88 .o97_ ._763
90 .057_ .707 ._985 .o811 .2118
too .o_9_ .8_ .3_83 .o695 ._73
i8O .0836 ._-_7 i ._3_ .n55 ._6_
.,, loo
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13.1._.2 Warm and Hot Cycle
The _rm and hot cycle are analyzed in the same manner, the
difference being in the bypass ratio of the engines. The calculation
procedure is somewhat more simple than that of the cold cycle, since the -
engine output is applied directly to the rotor, without going through the
coupres_or llnk.
Engine exhaust gas temperature, pressure, and flow rate were
obtained f_om manufacturer's data, using the inlet duct losses noted pze-
vlously. Yaw control and leakage flow was deducted as noted previously.
Specification enGin'_fuel fl_ was increased 5 percent to account for
accessory power extraction. Once the gas conditions are established,
calculation of rotor system perfor__anceis the same as for the cold cycle.
Actual cal_llatlons were performed using the computer routine detailed in
Volume II.
Table 3-_ summarizes the characteristics of the warm and hot _-
cycle.
3.1.5 Propulsion System Pressure Dro? _ual_sls
Thus far, pressure dro_ has been discussed in terms of
arbitrarily as_d values covering the probable realistic range. A pressure
drop stu_7 was conducted to more narrowly define this probable range.
•- 1.32far cralm
M =Mach mz_r ef _ _lcv - 0.30
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1TABLE 3-4 PRCI_LSIONSYSTLMCHARACTERISTICS
HOT & WARM CYCLE - _GI_S 1,2, & 3, - VTIP = 6_0 FPS
S.L. STD 6000 ft. 95°
Wo _ Wo_._
,=,
n_Gn_ ,_PB-5 _-_us_ !A___&_L ESm_ ESm_ ._ ESm'
NO. PT3 , P/2OV. I ESHP W_ FNr_ed ESEP FNrated
i n?/_ m_/ns/_ _I_ n?/_ _I_
I .5 .8o .0557 .6053 .583_ .o7h7 ._352
.90 .o_79 .7o_ .6789 .O6hl .5066
1.OO .O_20 .8035 •77_/_ .O562 ' .5779
.15 .80 ._.n6h6 .5795 .5585 .0868 .4157
.90 .055_ ] .6_ .65o9 .07_ ._6
1.00 .01_5_I .7713 , .7h33 .0652 .5535
.25 .80 .0760 .55o_ .5305 .lO2_ , .3937
_:_ o65_i _ 6_ :_ _5_•0569 •73_9 •7083 .5260
:=.3,,] .0557 .7_6 : .6676 .46L_
._7 i .82_Ii .769 ._ .5280
.Z5 .80 .0"_8 i .5878 ! .5_5 .110o .3B5
.90 .(_=,_8, ._'_ I .63_9 .0939 ._3_
• .7293 .0819 .5018
•90 ! -.6502; .6908 _ ._I09._7_0
I.oo _ .7_7 _ ....
, ., 80 :_ .,,_._.9o
1.00 .0792 .9719 .6858 .1_o5 ._919
.I_ .80 .13_6 , .65_ ._618 .1835 .3_86
.551_
"1533 i
:INz.oo .o_.%I .6_ .13z6
.o ..o !Ni
&A_X_&L= Area ze_l_@ T/O pmm_, S.5. S'ID.Sta_le
),._ .-
- _
i'.
'" -- a I ...... I I _ I ................................ IIIIll _ II .. I
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1TABLE 3-4 PROPL_LSIONSYST_4CKARACT_-"RISTICS( ont'd)
WARM CYCLE - ENGII_S4,5, & 6 - VTIP = 640 FPS
S.L. STD 6000 ft., 95"
_Io_ Tlo_'_
NO. PT3 RECOV. Wz . FNrat-KE-e_---ESKP-- I .:rate_l
_I_7/_-' . '"_iI_l_1 _1_ _-i_ _lI_t I
t
-5 .80 .1366 .7289 .48o0 .1917 .3_19
.90 .1138 .8735 .5760 .159_ ._i13
1.0o .0976 1.019 .6720 .1363 .4808
.15 .8o .1661 .66_2 ._38o .234o .31o9
.90 , .1376 .8o19 .5288 .1932 .3765
i.00 .117_. .9396 .6196 .16_6 .14/_20
._ .8o .2o86 .59o5 .3894 ._955 .zr_9
.90 I .1713 .7189 ._7_1 .2_17 .3360
1.00 I .i_ .8_7_ .5588 ! ._5 .3971
v i -
5 1.5 .80 ' .16_3 i .7346 ._5_3 ' .2272 .3287
•90 .1357 , .8899 .5504 .1872 _ .3989i 1.00 .I155 1.0_5 .6_9_ .1591 ' ._691i ' Ii -z_ .8o ! ._o3_ .6_8_ ._o7_ ._817 ._z
.9o ._6 .80_2 ._97_ .23o1 .36o0
1.00 .1_10 .95oo .587_ .19_ ._9
._ .80 I ._6_6 ! .%99 .39m .36_5 i._37
.90 ! .me_ .7_z ._3_5 ._9_o _ .3_
i.oo , .1783 ' .8388 .5187 .2_63 : .37_5
.,_ ._o I._3 i
I 1 I !
! .TF% , ._o_ .3_o8 .3o_
.9o i .1855 .89"n. - .5o58 ._ .3737LoO , .15_7' z.o69 .6o_ .z_6 ._6
.9o i ..o_, i .Tooz ._398 .3soo .3_3
1.oo i .1967 .9385 .5_ + .2657 .3918
!
._ .8o ; ._o ._977 ._8o6 .5_ .2076
.9o .31_6 .6_o6 .36_m ._9o ._7
_.oo , ._6a9 .78_ ._8 .3_4 .3m8
I
|.......... I 'I II II III I I I .............
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IK_ - total duct loss coefficient -_I_/q
= C_ +_)
= bend loss coefficient, assigned to each
bend and fitting individually, based
various references
L = duct length
Dh = hydraulic diameter - _A/P
A = cross-sectional area
P = wetted perimeter
Cf = duct friction coefficient, determined from
reference (2) as listed on the following l_age.
The pressure dro_ nalculation is based on the system layout,
Figure 3-16. Values of Kb for this system were assigned as follows:
Xtem _ Ref
(l) m_e _,q_,_sion_no_ o.o_" (1)
(2) _vez"eervalve o.io (2)
(3) _ be_, ez_e _ rotor _s_
_e ,,1,0_I_ (_ased ea eaglae
au_ _=et,,_-) r.o8 @)
_. 93" la ve_tcal plne, _/_ ',, 1.7, ..
e,,- ",,_,3o_ (_.ee o__ _) o._ (e)
_--37/3--3S
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1@) Ro_ti_ s_m o.o_ (i)
(5) 90"_ena(_otorh_a)_/D-o.z 0.30 (2) ,
(6) Spherical Joint 0.05 (1)
(7) Tran61tlontoblaaedu,.ttn_ 0.10 (i)
(8) _slon benows,mO at O.Oe_ 0.2_ (1)
(9) Casca_ o.___/_C3)
1.25
Different reference material gives slfght_y different values;
however_ it is estimated that a realistic Kb will be _thin 20 percent
(__.15) of the nominal value, gi%_Inga probable Kb rathe of i.i0 to I._O.
A value of O.0OS was s_nilarly determined for Cf.s _bscript. Assuming a
variation of _+20 percent on the Cf n_c_bergives a probable range of
0.00_ to 0.0036.
?he syste= can be scaled up or do_rn_ithout affectins Kb; hoover,
Kf ,_illbe strongly influenced by physical _eomet_y. The _eometr_*of the
blade is_ in turnj ir_luenced _.ythe thrust recovery end pressure drop of
the design. _nerefore, =stching a physical geometry with a pressure drop
is sn iterative p_cess, but a rapidly conve_in_ one.
Figure 3-17 shows the pressure d_o_ calculated fcr the point
design, hot cycle, high speed helicopter, based on 90 percent .thrust recovery
,,, ,, , , ,, _,l
1. VAD in-hotme 4ata.
2. NACAARR L208 Desigu of Power Plant Installations, John R. Henry, 19kk.
3. McCormick, Barnes W. Aerodynamics of V/STOL Fli___i_, Acadelie P_ess,
: 1967.
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1and 15 percent A P (configurationNo. 2, Table 4-2). In this case, the
assumed _P of 15 percent is _mll _thin the area bounded by the probable
limits of Cf and EB. Also shown i_ the improvement which could be realized
if a single elliptical duct were usea instead of the "2 triple 8" configuration
shown on Figure 3-16. This improvement is due to the larger hydraulic
diameter of the elliptical duct. (However, there are structural problems
associated with the elliptical duct in the hot cycle system.)!
Figure 3-18 shows the effect of the aP assumed for sizing on
the _P calculated for the resultant system. The assumption of a low pressure
drop results in a small duct area requirement, which in turn permits a small
rotor chord. This reduction in chord increases the calculated pre_svre
drop. Considering the 5 percent &P case (Table 4-2, Configuration 1),
a nominal _P of 16 _ercenZ is calculated, from which it may be concluded that
a AP of 5 percent is not likely to be achieved. The 25 percent _P case
(Table 4-2, Configuration 3) results in larger ducts, with consequent
reduction in calculated_ P to a nominal value of l_ percent. It is evident
that a wide range of assured &P's results in a narrow Band of calculated
"_l,l_e s.
To achieve a _robable duct loss of 5 percent requires a reduction
in _n_mie pressure of one third or a duct FAch number of a_te_
0.17 l_eu of the 0.3 duct Mach mmber used throughout this stu_. Seve_
penalties in duct weight and blade weight _ reeult _ the large
required to mtntatn such a low internal veloci_.
Figure 3-19 shows the results of sial/mr _L1_dmt1_ms.
asammaing engine No. _ (Table _-_, No.I_), _ _ 3-20 =h_ $_e _ ,
6 .-onautt (T bZe Zae enet=
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1these engine_increases_hehydraulicdiameterand reducesthe pressure
drop. These systemswere not iteratedto a match;h_.cver,considering
the insensitivityeffectpreviou_._ynote_,it Is reasonableto a_ume that
the EngineNo. 4 systemwould h_ve a AP of about !_ percent,and the
EngineNo. 6 systemabout I0 to 11 percent.
Figure,3-15,which showsthe weightadvantageof th_ hot
nycle system,is based on a constantpressuredrop,whereasthe above
discussionindicatesa lowerprobabl:drop for the warm cycle system. The
&P sensitivitystudy,discussedin Section3.2 of thi."re=_ort,will show
that ever if the warm cycle systemsare given the weightadvantageof a
lower_P, they are stillhe--_ierthan the hot cycle systems.
Figures3_9 and 3-20 also sh_rthe improvementdue to use of
a singleellipticalduct. _ithoughthe el_i_ical duct couldbe more easJiy
adaptedto the lowerpres,surewarm cycle systems,its advan_ge is small.
The reasonis thatthe _ cycleductsare so largethat the L/Dhratio
is fairl_low in eitherconfiguration.
3.1.6 ThrustRecoveryXnvestigation
Thrust recovery,aa noted in paragraph3.1.3,reducesto:
.
Three effects are included in the thrust recovery factor, as follm_:
(a) _zzle VelocityCoetT_ete_t - Nozzle and ex_enslon
losses wall clnN the aet_l Jet velocity to ba less
tbm ideal,thus re_h_ the tb_=t of the _et. i
(b) ns1_.eetlon-_he thrast.veeterIs de_J_ed _' the _et-
Fla_, so that ea_ a e_me_t ef the tbz_t is realize_
in the be_i_l _laae f_ m_r to_. I
| H • I m , . , , --_ - . +
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!
! (c) Super-circulation - The Jet induces a flow field a_ound
! the airfoil, _nich has a thrust component. Therefore,
' some of the thrust lost by derleL_ion is regained.
Thus far, the thrust recovery factor has defied analysis_ and
reliance must be placed on the sparse test data available.
Figure 3-21 summarizes some of the theoretical and test data
_._._._nedin this study.
Line I shows the cosine of tLe total deflection angle,_ + _.
This would be the "thrust recove_" if the nozzle velocity coefficient
' (_ Noz) were IOO percent, and there were no superc_rculation effect.
WilLiams, Butler and :/oodlexperienceda _ Noz of 8_ percent. Applying this
coefficient to the cosine llne gives Line 2.
McCormick2 has proposed the following equation, which is a
• curve fit of the test data of Williams, Butler and Wood:
TR=.8_E- (_)3_ with- and _ In degrees.I -
Line 3 is a plot of McCormick's equation. The difference
between lines 2 and 3 is the SUl_r curculatory thrust increment.
A slight modificatic_ of the equation of Evans and McCloud3
In thls equation, Sd is a "supercirculationthrust I_",
which can take on values from zero to 1.0. When SD = O, there is no
supercirculation Inc:_, and @n_ the horizontal component of the %ba'_
1. Wllliams, Butler, and Wood, The Aerodynamics of_ Jet Fla_,ARC
R_ 330k, 1963.
2. McCormick, Barnes W. Aerodynamics of V/_0L F._ht, Acadweic Press, l_T.
3. NASA THD-3028, A-a_tica! Investigation of a Eelico_ter Rotor
....... i ii r i iiiii i I al I I II II ..........
in,, ii ............................... _..... I
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ovector is realized. When SD = i.O, _upercirculation compensates completely
for deflection losses, in which case TR = _ No_.
Line 4 is a plot of the preceding equation, with _ Noz = .98
and Sd = .50. ONERA test points, shown for reference, tend to bear out
these values (however, line 3 is also based on test data.)
Figure 3-22 shows the individual effects of deflection, super-
circulation, and _ nozzle on thrust recovery.
Although none of these curves permit an accurate thrust recovery
prediction, it seems reasor_ble to assume that the 80 percent to I00 percent
range considered in this study will probably include all realistic values.
3.1.7 Energy _lance in Jet-Flap System
Figure 3-23 is a bar chart showing the energy balance in a
_et-flap proyulsion system. The specific system shown is the hot cycle,
high speed, point design vehicle (Table _-2, No. 2).
The first bar shows a rated engine GHP of 6455 HP. Inlet losses,
estimated as 1 percent, result of 6390 GHP delivered to the system. Yaw
c_trol, leakage, and the pressure drop in the non-rotatin_ ducti_ result
in 57_ GH_ at the rotor hub. Centri_l compression almost compensates
for duct£ng losses in the rotor bla_e. An additional energy is added to
the gas in accelerating it from the hub to the nozzle location, the ao
called Corlolis acceleration, _vlng 5_J6 "total" HP at the nozzle.
8_-stem now incurrs its greatest lossz
• • 2 z 32.2 _/,ecZ x 55o rt-1'_/see-_
= 3T30
!
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1This leaves the Ideal Gross Thrust Horsepower of the Jet, 2256 HID.
For 90 percent thrust recovery, the effective jet gross thrust horsepower -
.90 x 2256 = 2030 HF. Some of this power must be returned to the blade
for centrifugal compression and Coriolis acceleration, in the amount of
MVT2 , in this case h52 HP, resulting in a net ESHP made good of 1578 HP.
Also shown is the sea level hover power required, ll00 HP,
resulting .__ 500 excess horsepower available. This excess power at sea
level, standard, results from sizing the engines for hover at
6000 feet on a 95°F day.
3.2 _RODY_L_:_ICS
3.2.1 RotorPo_r Requ/rements
The calculation of rotor p_wer requirements in both hover an_
cruise is fundamental to the l_rformLnce prediction methods usz<l in thll
study as detaile_ in Appendix A of Volume II. For Both the shaft-drlven
and Jet-flal_ed helicopters, the followlng equation is use_.
I_ = (Pin(hzce_ file+Pparasite)--1 •
590
Piu_Ime_= 1.15TV
m_,Dm,lnm,,mnm_ nq,
8
,4
d
..... III I III IIIIIII I I i - I II II IHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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i- Eq_valen*_ shaft, horsepower.
T = Rotor t_ru,_t,Ib
v = _ulucedvelocityat rotor disc,ft/sec
p = Density,slugs/ft3
R = Rotor r_dius,ft
V_ - Tipspeed,ft/sec
= Solidity
Cd= Averse profiledrag coefficientof rotorblades
_d= Cd + I_L2O
Cdo and Y are f_actions of the _oil section. For the
_ - Jet-f_ap Y_O.
_o
"V/VT
V = Free strew velocity,ft/ue
F_ the sha_-driveu hence, the ta_ rot_ power r_t in hc_lr
is _ of the ,m_a _rs_ sad.is Ineludadin the _ insinuation
Xoeses.Asnot,_InAplx,,,d_A orV_uR :IX,pawn._ laIdgls
q_ed _ are e__ fur t_ effuet of eeqn_sibtJ_tr on the
bla_ aa_ bla_ sb_ on t_ mtr_t_g blab.
....... 1- ' ...................
i
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IThroughoutthe parametricportionof the stuffof the Jet-flap
helicopter,the bulk of the calculationswere accomplishedusing LTVAC Rotor
PerformanceProgramNo. 3 and the MissionPerformanceProgram. Frc_ the
practicalstandpointof computertime and complexity,both these programs
neglectrotor flappingof trim. Thus rotor performs_uceis governedonly by
power requirements. The approachis consideredvalidbased on the _otor
azimuthsurveyof localblade conditionsand comparisonswith CR-114. This
methodologyof c_:tir_ power requirementsis also employedin LTVAC Rotor
PerformanceProgramNo. I. Cczparisonof data from the FirstSeriesAmes
Wind TunnelTests with ProgramNo. i, shown in Figures3-24 and 3-25, further
substantiatethe use of thismethod in predictingJet-flaprotor performance.
3.2.2 Drag Analysis
3.2.2.1 VerticalDra_
The foll_,_ng factors are e_loyed in increasing the
thrust requirement in hover due tc the rotor dcr_ash impingement on
the fuselage. "'
Ztgh-Speedsha_rt 1.o_
Xtsh-Spe_ ,Tet_-_,q, _.o_
Hes'r,I-Ld_ _ 1,:lO '"
!
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IThese factors are obtained using the dynamic pressure distribution
in a rotor down-_sh from reference (i) and an average vertical dr_ coefficient
from reference (2) based on the affected area. The larger download factor
for the heavy-lif% shaft=driven helicopter is due to its hawlng the higher
dlsc loading.
3.2.2.2 Frontal Or_
(a) High-Speed Helicopter
The forward ._ight drag of the vehicles, excluding the rotor is
based on _.respective drawi_s included in this report. The
methc_ consists of estimating the basic parasite drag coefficient
for each major component based on its own wetted area. The
coefficients are obtainted from reference (3) considering the
shape of each component. Table 3-5 presents this drag brea_knm
for sbai_-driv-.uand Jet-flap helicopters,
These values compare favorably with published drag levels attained
from _ reduction programs for the Bell UH-IB High Performance Helicopter and
Lockheed _'_-51Helicopter. The greater hub*nacelle=pylon _ for the Jet-
flap helicopter is pr_ll_ due to the duct requir_ents creating a Xarger
pylon and hub.
(3) m)erner, S,_hsrd W,, Fluld-D_nazto l_ra_, P_bllshe_ b_"A_ow)
_IXand Park) _ew J'erse_) 1_8
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1TABLE ':-5 DRAG BREAKD_H{ HIGH-SPEED KSLICOPTERS
Shaft-Driven Swet f
Helicopter Co_onent Cdf ft2 ft2
. . , . .
Fuselage .0043 682 2.93
Vertical Tall .007_ 80 .588
Horizontal Tall .005_ 83 •b53
Main Rotor Hub, --- 5•27
Engine Nacelles,
Pylon + Interference
Tail Rotor Hub --- .18
f (Shaft-Driven) I 9._2-Ift2
Total
Jet-Flap Cdf Sw_ 2 fft 2Helicopter Component
I
IFuselage .00_5 688 3.05
IEa_)enn_e .0o80_ 92.2 .7_
Main Rotor Hub,
Ermine Nacelles,
Pylon + Interference 8.21
__, . w , i . ,. m m , m
_ot_r (_ nap) j _.o_2
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1(b) Heavy-Lift Hel_copter
Due to the low cruise speed (40 knots) of the heavy-li_Ycsh_ft-
driven helicopter, the power required and thus fuel Consumption
is essentially insensitive to parasite drag. &ctually, the
parasite power is less than three percent of the total cruise
power. It thus was reasonable to base the dr_ _estimate for
both heavy-lift helicopters on the analysis of a similar size
crane helicopter reported in reference (4). The following values
s
of equivalent flat plate drag were used:
Crane without Payload f = 80 f_2
Crane with Faired Po_ Payload f = i00 ft2
Crane with External Sling P_yload f = 180 f_2
The additional drag area, f = I00 ft 2 of the external sling
payload used in the mission performance is representative of a large unfaired
load. Any attempt to fair such a bulky load for the short mission radius is
/
_practieal.
3.3 _ssio_
An analysis Of high-speed a_d heavy-lift helicopter uses, presented
in Paragraph 2.0 of Volume IX, resulted in the selection of the followinK design
missions:
- k,000 lb
_lus of action = 150 R_X
Cruise s_ee4 - _0 kt or _P
(_) _e _is _ __,_ _ ot L _-_rlv_ _-
System far a Heavy-Lif _ Hellcat, USAAVIABSTechnical _ _8
Lockheed-CallfornlaC_ U.S. Ar_ _kter_ ,, Laboratories, Yort
_stis, V_r_ini&, A._us_1966
• "' [
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1Hover time:
At origin = 5 mln
At mid-mission = I0 rain
Warm-up_llowance = 5 rainat NRP
Reserve = i_ initialfuel
The _ lb. payloadselectedpermitsaa adequateweaponscapabilityfor an
escort/weapondeliverymission. The radius of actionwas originallyrec-
commendedas 200 _4, but early studiesindicatedthat the payload/speed/
radiuscombinationof 4000 ib/200kt/200_4 resultedin a divergentfuel
required/fuelavailable. The radius_s thereforereducedto 150 NM. Hover
requirements,warm-upallowanceand reservesare those normallyused. Power
requirements are determined fro_ the necessity to provide vertical takeoff
and lanSl_.
HmVX-m_Tm_coP'nm (m_)
= MO,O00lb
RaSius of _ction = I0 E_I
Cruise _._.. =_Okt
MLd-mlulon h_e_ - _.._n .
1
o
I'" llllIlmlm llniffi IS l
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1This mission includes most cases where it is believed a crane-type
vehicle _uld be used for speci_l operations such as retrieval of downed air-
craft, unloading of ships where port facilities _re inadequate, movement of
heavy equipment across areas impassable by surface means, etc. The payload
requir_u_nt was at first set at 50 tons but preliminary stifles Indicated
that the power requirements would be too large. Therefore, the original
requir_nts were revi_ed to allow the parametric stud_vto be conducted around
a power requirement which is more realist, for the 1975-1980 time period.
3._ Weight Methodology
Methods w_hichmay be used to derive and Justify helicopter
component weights are technically limited at present b7 the amount of
detail design. Detail design for the subject stu_ was very limited, requiring
only enough technical depth to permit the selection of the mission best suited
to utilize the capabilities and potentials of the Jet-flap rotor. Thus,
sizing of the propulsion arrangement of each concept has received the maJc_
emphasis. The enclosing structure and fixed equipment items received less
detailed attention. While norma_, t_ee standard estimating methods -
semiana_ical, statistical, and cc_nent sizing are used, only one, statistical
a_is was used ex_emsively in this stud_ to derive the estlm_ted weights.
The method of statistical analysis consists of using statistical weight
es_Imatlz_ eq_ati_ and certain design d_'_a in deriving the estlma_
_aig_. Statis_ieal weight esti_atlng e_uations are used for u mu_ u
3_sslkle of the ms_or helAeol_w ccmpmumts of each ec_c_ st_Li_ _o_
sta_Ls_r_X _ estimating e_w_cns were selecte_ so that the sam
e_ea was use_ for Ideatlcal eo_s of bo_ concepts, _ _limlna_
a_r ej_t/nln _ c_a_atlm valeh is i_a_ when i_aX e_W_.
wei_hte a_e de_Ave_ b_ two dA_'eee_ stati_t_Lea_L weight estiaatin_ e_atAan.
I' 1111111'1111111111I II INIIHI I
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It was necessary to deviate from this philosophy only once in deriving the
estimated _ei_; this conflict occurred in deriving the weight of the
transmission system. For the shaft-driven rotor, a conventional shaft and
gearbox arrangement is used. The Jet-flap rotor concept, however, is drlv_
by a hot gas system plus shaft and gearbox arrangement.
For those few situations where it was not possible to use
statistical methods of weight estimating, component weights were derived
by other methods. These methods consist of using data obtained from:
I • Vendors
t
• Contemporary helicopters
• Calculations based onpreliminary drawings
Basic weights group input to the I_ra_etric study were fuel
available values as functions of @Toss weight• Fuel available data
were obtained fram a parametric weight analysis routine using the
statistical weight esti_ti_ equations described in Volume IX.
l___u_etersinfluencing the fuel available were gross weight, diameter,
disc loading, _nd solidity.
3.5 s_c_ _ DESI_ C0NS_-_ATIONS
3.5.1 Prelininary Design Criteria
The _truetural design criteria for l_th the high-speed be_tcol_r
(_) _ theh_v_-_ _li_r (Ha) _re em_ us_ _s_
(ASO)_ a _ztae._ acco:_m@e_t_ thestm_Vpl_m's_I@_,
these criteria am preseuted to de_iae both the _ft-driven and _e4:-
:_lap :,_t_.r helieouters sized for _ tie HX_ _ _ _s_.
83_e_e )x_-_t_# whichare __ t_ either the _._k_riwn or t_
_-_ helieo_r are so nc*_4. Thebo_eo_ta____ _ball be
m_ ...............
IIIl'lll........ I I an nn I
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1capableof supportingwithoutfailurethe ultimateloads resulting
from the loadingconditionsa_d ultimatefactorssafetyspecified
below. All_ble stressv_lues to b_ u_ed in the stressanalysis_ill
be thosetaken from approvedGovernment publicationssuchas MI'L-HDBIC-5,
or v_riousNASA or Bureauof StandardsRepots.
Factors-of-safetyused were:
i. The ml._. yield factorwill be 1.0.
2. The minim_nultimatefactorof safety_rl?lbe 1.5.
The helicopterand its co=portentswill be designedfor a
mln_ fatiguelife of 1,000 _murswith a desirableservicelifeof
3,600_ur_.
The basic missionof the HSH puts the vehiclein Cl_ss I heli-
I
copterof MID-S-8698(ASS)Designlimit load factorsat the cg of the
helicopterare +3.5 and -0.5.
_e basic missionof the HL_ puts the vehiclein Class IXX of
MI_S-86_(ASG). Designlimit load factorsat the cg of the helicopter
are _.5 and -0.5.
3.5.2 Design Studies
Preliminarydesign,structural,materials,and d_n_micsst_es
were con_nctedto assist in deter_ realirtlcstructural _lg_8
of the ;Jet-flap helicopter to support the pe,-Z_aace l_etric studies
and to tdentif_ some of the more _Atieal demign and technolo_ca_
problem areas. _se st_ILl_s are discussed in Vol,.tle XX. _e
the m_ dAt_erent_.,-,m_z-Aeae,d_r,,. _mleaA]min_dem _m
ehosenfor the _e Ir_4/es and t;o 111"_mte z_:esen_ttw
emee;_. _ s_m_m_ _mdap of t_ _l_-_ed s_a_Lrl_
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1helicopter, hot cycle, and cold cycle Jet-flap helicopters are illus-
_ated in Figures 3-26, 3-27, and 3-28. Heavy-llft concepts, illustrated
in Figures 3-29, 3-30_ and 3-31 are the shaft-driven, cold cycle Jet-
flap and warm cycle Jet-flap helicopters.
Discussion of some of the SUl_rtlng design studies are included
Vol_e II. Included in the strL1cturaldesign studies were hub
and mast design, blade design, and blade ducking arrangements. Stress
and lo_d analyses, including bl_de structural sizing and static droop,
were conducted on the rotor system. Drive system studies were conducted.
Preliminary d_c asses_nts in the areas of rotor d_ic behavior,
vibration, and acoustics were made.
m I | I I III ..... II _ II I _ ]LII II
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14.0 RESULTS
_.I PAR_TRIC STUDIES
4.].i Philosophy
A p_rametric analysis has been performed to optimize several
helicopters for comparison in this application study. The resulting designs
were optimized on m_ui_am gr_ss weight capable of staisfying mission require-
ments. At e_ch _olnt in the parametric studies, an initial gross weight was
assumed in addition to a combination of geometric parameters representing
rotor solidity and diameter. The power needed to satisfy the hover and
cruise requirements was computed, and the f_el required to perform the
design mission was determined. A weight aT,a_asis of the vehicle was then
conducted to predict fuel available. A plot of this fuel available versus
gross weight was compared with a plot of the fuel require_ versus gross
weight, leading to _he optimum configur_tlon. This procedure winsrepeate_
for various combinations of _otor solidity and diameter to obtain the optimum
(_tmum) gross weight point design.
Based on a preliminary sizing stud_, the rsnge of gross weights
for each concept w_s chosen to bracket the optimized gross weights. The
.°
farce of rotor diameter and solidity was selected to achieve accepted
values of average rotor llft coefficient in hover according to the following
equation:
_e B
i
I .................... II I II I I I I iliitL i ill' ililiilili ..... Jllll ...............
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iwhere T = Rotor Thrdst, ib
_ = Air density, slugs/ft3 _
VT = Rotor tipspeed, ft/see
B = No. of Blades
c = Blade chord, ft
R = Rotor radius, ft
4.1.2 Discussion of Parameters
_.i.2.1 High-SioeedShaft-Driven Helicopter
A rotor tipspeed, VT = 6_O ft/sec, was selected to: (I) achieve
a maximum rotor tip _ch number, _TIP = .95, at the desired maximum dash
speed, Vnmx = 250 kt; and (2) maintain sufficient rpm to limit coning angle.
The number of blades was set at two. The combination of these parameters
yields rotor lift coefficients of reasonable value which bramket a _L = .5.
_.I.2.2 High-Speed Jet-._-_apHelicopterr_
Based on rec_ommendationsby I_rand personnel during a visit to
their facility, the following values were held fixed through the study.
. Limit Tip Mach No. = .9_
. No. of Rotor Blades a 2
Since the ther_c efficiency of e Jet-flap rotor is
benefited at high tipspeed, a mxin_ value of Vtip= 640 ft/sec warn used,
being consistent with a limit tip Mach No. = .95 at the desired dash speed
of 250knots.
As showa in the ProI_sion section, a low pressure ratio and,
thum, large blade du_t cross-sectimml area increases ideal thermodymamle
! lt.-
F
iJ .......... I I II1,1 _. I I 1 ii I III II I IIIIIII III " i1[1" " .......................
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efficiency. Therefore, for a selected solidity, a large chord and, thus,
minimum number of blades is desirable accordlng to the following equation:
G-- BC
where = Bl_de solidity
B = N_nber of bla_es
C = Blade chord, ft
' R = Rotor raiius, ft
Therefore, in the further interest of simplicity, low weight, and low cost,
a two-bladed rotor is desirable. The range of parameters was selected to
yield average rotor lift coefficients consistent with results from the Ames
First Series Wind Tunnel Tests of the Dorand rotor.
_.i.2.3 Heave-Lift Shaft-Driven Helicopter
A limited p_rametric study was employed in defining the heavy-
lift shaft-driven helicopter. Based on the Sikorsky S-64 Sky-Crane, a six-
bladed rotor with a disc loading of 10.3 psf and a solidity of 0.106 was
employed as typical of present-day heavy-llft helicopters. Thus, by f_g
the d/sc loading, a specific diameter is matched to each of the gross weights
used in the stu_.
It should be noted that for the gross weights correspond_
the _)-_on X_Vloa4 vehicle, the 10.3 Izlfdisc loading rest_Xtsin a
diameter of around 100 ft. It will later be shown that the rotor of the
r_
optimum he&vy-lift Jet-flap vehicle i| I_5 ft with a lower di_ _.
Be_n_e of _, _i_ gemz ratio, and tail rotor-retain _ __ i
eo_tderatto_, it is bellew_ that rotor _Jmmeters around 100 ft s_M_
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1a reasonable maximum for shaft-driven vehicles of this class. A tipspeed
of 700 fps _s selected in order to yield an average rotor lift coefficient,
_L = 0.5, consistent with present technology. By usir_gthis approach for
the shaft-driver helicopter, i.e., assuming a fixed disc loading mud solidity,
the resulting point design, if not optimum can only be conservative.
_.I.2.4 Heavy-Lift Jet-Flap Helicopter
A range of three gross weights, three rotor diameters, and
three solidities re_iting in a 27-point matrix was employed in each sizing
stud_. Due to the rotor blade duct sizes required to accommodate the _ss
flow, a three-bladed rotor was selected as being the most practical. Based
on the results of the preliminary study, a fixed diameter of 145 feet has been
selected for use in the current study. A 2-bladed Jet-flap HLH was sized to
determine the effect of number of blades.
4.1.3 E_sine Sizing
_.i.3.1 High-Speed Helicc=_=ter
Engine size was based on the requirement in hover for _n out-
of-_'ound effect rotor thrust/gross weight ratio, T/W = 1.0, at 6,000 feet,
95SF using the LTVAC Rotor Performance Program Program #3 describe4 in
Appendix A, Volume II. It should be recognized that this requirement results
in a _ather oversize engine for the deslg_.mission hover condltlon at sea
level, 59"F. However, the desired _ epeed in cruise, V • 200 knots,
Justifies this engine size. For the _et-flap roar thee exlsts &
blade duct flow area to deliver a specific rotor shaft horsepowers as ,:-_
)_q_alned in Section 3-.L _'_, for )peei_.e rotc_ _ and n_nber of
?
blades, the __ sQ_idit_ is limitod by the _ blade card r_luix'ed
to accommodate the &_t fXow area. A side st'u_ _ that) for this .;
V
A
• !
I I - I I IIIIII Ill II IIIII ,_I _ , i _ ==, ,, _ -_
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1.r
range of solidity, the minimum gross weight vehicle cspable of meeting
the mission increased as solidity increased. Thus, by using the solidity
defined by the duct area limit for each diameter, the lowest permissible
optimum gross weight was obt_Ine_.
4.i.3.2 Heavy-Lift Helicopter
The engine sizes for the heavy-lift shaft-driven and Jet-flap
helicopters are sized in the same manner as the high-speed helicopters but
employ a rotor hover thrust/weight ratio = i.I at sea level standard conditions.
4.1.4 Engine Selection - Hot - Warm Cycle
4.1.4.1 High-S_eed Jet*Flap Helicopter
Primarily because of the addition_l energy transfarmation required,
the helicopter with a cold cycle propulsion system is heavier than hot or warm
cycle vehicles designed for the s_me mission. Thus, in the interest of deter-
minir_ the optimum system, the sensitivity study was conducted with hot
or wa_ cycle engines.
A limited parametric stuD involving warm and hot cycle enginu
was conducted to assist in determining the li@htest weight vehicle to be
used as a basis for the high-speed helicopter sensitivity stud_. The mos_
o_timistic (lO0 percent thrust recovery and 5 percent static duct preut_e
loss), int_ate (90 percent thrust recover_ and X5 p_rcemt dmct Xoms),
an_ pessimistic (80 percent thzust recovez7 and 25 percent dnct l_s) eaa_
w_re e_loyed in the KSH missi_ _'_ with high, inte__ i
_.e ratles(engine,X 4 ,m46). aemL1._,eZtoe,e_ are
xm_A_Azed in 1_Ag_-e_-l, where miaIwm Ir_u _ fe_ each cue is m
u • fW_Aon ef pret_e ra_Le. It m_ be meted t_t in alA esmee, _e
:°
I
w
'h,-S -
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gross weight occurs at the highest pressure ratio considered. For
the "clean" propulsion systems (i.e., high thrust recovery and low pressure
loss), the variation of minimu_ gross weight vith pressure ratio is relatively
low.
4.1._.2 Heavy-Lift Jet-Fl_p Helicopter
A study of the effect cn gross weight of the heavy-lift helicopter
engine pressure ratio indicated that within the range of pressure ratios
studied, m4n_.,,mgross weight is achieved with the hot cycle pressure
ratio = 4.05. This is £_ustrated in Figure 4-2 where g_oss weight i8
presented as a function cf pressure ratio for a tipspee_ of 7oo_s. As
in the _ase of the high-speed helicopter, the major factors contributLng to
this result are the lower solidity -_'esulti_ fron the higher pressure ratio
and the more favorable power-to-weight ratio of the hot cycle.
_.i.5 Blade Drag Coefficient Sensitivity
Three relattonshops "_re considered in evalu_ti_ the sensitivity
of the high-speed Jet-flap helicopter g2"os8 weight with rotor profile dry.
,
For • ,let..flap rotor blade v£th L 5 poa'ee_ de_,,._-ctin8-FJi_p over
the _ter 30 percent radlns, the m_t probabl_ rel_t.texuhLp 11e8 beteeen cue8
toeaseI £s a__:_t.laus:
t
r El I I I III II .....
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1Cas___ePercentGross WeightChange
1 0
2 0
3 4.5
For the basic sensitivitystudM,LTV e_ployedthe limiting,most
optimirticcase number3 in predictingpower r_ulred.
_.I._ Effectof DiscLoa_ing
To determinethe effectof the disc loading,a brief parametric
stud__as ccuductedfor the intermediatepropulsioncase (90percentthrust
recover7 and 15 percent duct loss) at diameters of 55, 65, and 72.2 feet.
Resu_._ are presented in Figure 4-3 as gross veight, and disc loading as
a functio_ of diameter. It is observed that take-off grc.ss weight decreases
aS rotc_ diameter increases. For helicopters of this vetght class, a rule-of-
thumb measure of mini=_ disc loading is _ ps£. Since the 72.2 ft diameter
produceda d_sc leadingon._ slightl_ less than _., it w_ e_ployedfor
euccee_ _m_Aes.
_.1.7 _ Duct Area/Section Area Senstt£vtty
Fa4pn_ _ In'esents the senstttvit_ of _,4_ 8ross vetght due
•k¢, ,luct ares,l_'otile area z's,'klo. _ ratio of avai.la,ble duct area ranges
o.38 ,:_ _) to o.7+. _e Wean+potnt4es+pe_toxs •
4ne_ area rstto equal _o 0.$, _ _ vu L1Jo _ in the basic sensitlvtW
_. It Is ebserved that _ this range t_ sen_tlvit_ is rather lew
(_.7_ to _.7 _ or s_ _).
•
b_tlce_e_,e_ _"_ but e,tam_eor_ e_It_t
.°
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1propulsion parameters; i.e., thrust recovery, duct loss, equivalent flat plate
drag, engine pressure ratio, etc. Additional information on the point designs
is tabulated in Tables L_2 and 4-3.
4.2.1 High-Speed Shaft-Driven Helicopter
The rotor diameter equal to 67 feet was observed to be optimum
throughout the range of solidities. It was determined that a rather large
rotor diameter was required in order to dclay the upper stall limit, permitting
the high cruise speed. The accompanying solidity was determined by a maximum
coning angle of 2.5 degrees.
4.2.2. High-Speed Jet-Flap Helicopter (Hot Cycle)
As shown in Table 4-1, the _L of the optimum high-speed Jet-flap
helicopters is substanti&1_lybelow the achievable value. It was found
advantageous to reduce the design C--Lby increasing the rotor diameter in
order to conserve on engine size and its associated high fuel requirement
throughout the mission.
_.2.3 Heavy-Lift Jet-Flap Helicopter (Hot Cycle)
The tipspeed of the heavy-llft Jet-flap helicort___s._ f!_ed
at VT = 700fps to be consistent with the shaft-driven machine. For thls
phase of the study, the diameter was held constant at DIA = 145 feet, which
was indicated as optimum in the preliminary stud_.
_.2._ High-Speed Jet-Flap Helicopter (Cola Cy-_Le)
The englne selection for the cold cycle high-speed helicopter is
presented in Figure 3-15 indicating a c,:_n-ess_" pressure ratio equal to
_.2 as the optlnmL As noted in the figure, the following values are fi]md:
thrust recovex7 - 90%, duct loss = ISI_,dAameter - 72.2 ft, aa4 . _ --
!
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Itipspeed = 700 fps. The mu=h higher gross weight at a pressure ratio of
2 is due to the large engine size and large_-solidity contributing to higher
fuel requirement accompanied by reduced fuel available.
4.2.5 Heavy-Lift Jet-Flap Helicopter (Cold Cycle)
Table 4-4 presents the results of a pressure ratio selection
for the heavy-lift helicopter. For this study, pressure ratios of 3.0 and
4.2 were investigated. Here, as with the previous engine selection studies,
the higher pressure ratio engine contributed to the lower gross weight
helicopter.
TABLE 4-4 Cold Cycle Heavy-Lift Helicopter
DL = 15%
DIA - ft - 145
No. of Bla_es = 3
No. of Engines = 4
Pressure Ratio S.O _.2
Gross Weight lb 89,_0 83,200
Sol_ty o.o_5 o.o_5
Sl_l_te d Engine_ 7,150 6,1_0
_.2.6 Hi_-Speed Shaft-Drlven Helicopter Velocity _usitlvity
_e sensitivity of cruise speed on the high-_ sba_-drlven
helico_terIx_atdesigngrossweightwas4e_eralae_.RolAiag_hegemet_Ae
rear parameters of the _ pednt design _t, t_ crulse _ wu
varied from 120 kno_ to 200 knot|. As eh_n in Figure _-_, the _nJ4_a
_rou welzht,_ = 1_,_ peuads,oce_e_ _ s _ speedet 1_ kDot_.
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iThi_ represents a gross weight reduction of 3.5 percent from the original
point design at V = 200 knots.
_.2.7 Azimuth Survey
In order to identify possible speed limitations on the high-speed
Jet-flap helicopter, a rotor azi_rathsurvey has been conducted employing
LTVAC Rotor Performance Program No. 2. This study, neglecting engine power
_nits, considers the rotor local cl/Clmax and local flap deflection over a
range of velocities bracketing the _r_er limit speed shown in Table 4o8. The
greater blowing (and highar Clmax) at the highest airspeed contributes to
a reduction in local cl/clmax. Thus, although the local flap deflection
_ncreases with speed, the local cl/c_max becomes less severe over this range
of velocity (see Figure 4-6).
4.2.8 Tipspeed Effect (Heavy-Lift)
Negligible difference in gross weight is realized in imcreas_
the tipspeed to 800 fps. This indicated in Table _-_.
4.2.9 Dorand Design Estimm_ed
Several additional side studies of both heavy-lift and h_h-
speed he.copters lmv_ been eonqx_eted. These studies represent the esttns_
I_ Giravio_-I:_'a_ en_eeri of b_te 8t'ud,Vpem'nnetersdetailed in _l,e _-6.
The four ;Jet-flap e_tionl :l.ue.l.ud_t
I - I III I'111 II - I II I II ii i illl -- __ II ..... III II " " '11
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HIC_H- 5PEE._ j'ET-FL/%P HELICOPTE,R, ]-
AZIMUTH SURVEY
I V,L 700 KT
Table 4-5 Heavy-Lift Helicopter
c Tipspeed Effect
_° -
T_ = 90%
DL -i%
Diameter = 145 ft.
No. of Blades _ 3
No. of Engines =
Engine No. = l
Tipspeed f_s 70_* 800
Gross Weight lb 77,400 78,000
so_t7 0.0435 o.c_5
FNRated/Engine lb 2,660 2,6_0
*I_slc Point Design
.j
II[ IJ III I IIIIIIIIIIIIIII _ • I ill ........ _ ........ I D
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1Table 4-6 Dorand Inputs - Hig_A-SpeedHelicopter
Mission
Engine sizing: 6,000 feet 95"F
R/A: 150 nautical miles
Vcruise: 200 knots
Payload: 4,000 pounds
Pure Helicopter Parameters
GW: 11,950 pounds
Diameter: 67 feet
Flat plate drag factor = 9._ square feet
No. of blades: 2
No. of engines: 2
Hover: VT = 720 ft/sec
TR = 0.98
cruse:v_= 680_/sec
TR = 0.92
Engine pressure ra_lo: 4.05
Duct loss coefficient = 1.0 (_-_= 0.0955)
Duct _-:_! = 0.4 P
Solidity = 0.023
Fated thrust per engine: 775 pounds
Power Split-Jet-Flap Rotor + Direct Thrust
Diameter: 67 feet
Flat plate drag factor = 8 square feet
No. of blades: 2
,No. of engines: 2
F,_,er. v_- _o _/s_
TR - 0._
c_se: v_ - _o rt/see
TR " 0.92
Engine presm_e ratio: 1.91
_ zoo,_nd,_t - z._. P_ _o.o_)
0._ -_Duct
Dorand Po_er Split _ Power Sp_Lit
so.uat_ o._b'7 .o_S5
t
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!Table 4-6 Dorand Inputs - Heavy-Lift Helicopter
(Continued)
Mission
Engine sizing: T/W = i.i, SL Std.
R/A: iO NM
Vcruise: 40 _nocs
Payload- 4000 ibs.
Hover 5 rain.at origin, 2 min. at mid-mission
Heavy-Lift Warm Cycle
GW: 75,700 ibs.
Dia: 145 ft.
No. of blades: 2
No. of engines: 4
=720
Thrust recovery = .98
Engine pressure ratio: 1.91
Duct loss coefficient = 0.70
Duct f._= 0.3
Solidity = .0485
Rated thrust per engine = 3230 ib
Heavy-Lift Hot Cycle
SW: 66,200 lb
Dia = 145 ft.
No. of blades = 3
No. of engines =.it
Thrust recovery = .98
Engine pressure r_tio = _.O5
Duct loss coefficient = 1.0
Duct ,_ = 0.3
= .02  5
_ted thrust per engine I 187_ lb
...... IIIIIII _ IIIIIIII m I ' _ i ii Jl[I
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13. Heavy-lift helicopter (warm cycle)
_. Heavy-lift helicopter (hot cycle)
The percent flow split reco._mendedby the Dorand team resulted in
excessive airflow to the flap. Using the same parameters but employing a
flow split where only enough thrust to overcome the parasite drag of the
vehicle plus ram drag _m_ diverted to direct thrust resulted in a substantial
-aei_t decrease.
4.3 Sensitivity study
The purpose of this study is to establish the sensitivity of the
hlgh-speed Jet-flaw helicopter gross weight with variation in certain key
performance parameters. These parameters include thrust recovery factor,
duct loss, and parasite drag. Prior to conducting the sensitivity s_Ady
with respect to the above, additional related side studies, previously
described, were required to determine:
• Choice of blade drag eoet_Icient
• Choice of engine
• Justification of diameter selection
• Rotor Duct Area/section Area Sensitivlty
• Engine cycle effect on gross veight
_.3.1 Basic Sensitivity Studl
Upon eon_Yetion of the previo_ly mentioned supporting studte|,
the following para=eters ve_ fixed throughout the basic sensitivi_F stu_:
•asiae eessu-e rao -
1969016189-108
iRotor duct area/sect_on area = O.5
Rotor profile drag
coefficient, Cd - CD
o
The base case for the sensitivity study employes LTV's best
estimate for the values of the three parameters shown below in Table 4-7.
_*"_!e4-7 Sensitivity Study Parameters Range
Parameter LTV Best Estin_te Calculation Range
Thrust Recovery 90_ 80_ to 100%
Duct Pressure Loss 15_ 5% to 25_
o t Equivalent Flat Plate
Drag Area, Ft 2 12 8 to 16
Figure _-7 is a "nomograph type" presentation of the high-speed
sensitivity study. An arbitrary example case is indicated
_._ Co_pound Thrust'Systems
_._.I Tip-Jet/Jet Flap " _ - - - _-
The effect on the point desi6n of splitting the gas flow betweeu
the flap and tip-Jet nozzle was investigated for both the high speed and
heavy lift missions. Figure _-8 presents the resulting minimum gross weights
._ capable of completing the design high-speed mission as a function of the
percent ESHP supplied by the tip Jet. Also shown is the rotor average lift
coefTicient, _, at 6,000 feet 95eF and sea level standard. Engine NO. 1
is utilized in this st'udW as in other high-speed side studies.
Figure _9 presents the results of the tip-_et power split fo_
the heavy-lift helicopter. At low percent flow to the tip, there is ou_
• _tght decrease in fuel requAred when ccs_a_ed to the pure helleopter.
t
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IHowever,a substantialdecreasein fuel availableoccursdue to the installation
of the heavy-tipnozzles,thus contributingto the highertakeoffgross wei_ht.
For furtherincreasesin percentflow to the tip, the gross weightdecreases,
due to decreasingenginesize. Of course,dependingon controlrequirements,
a minimumairflowto the flap would be required.
4._.2 AuxiliaryThrust •
The hig_h-speedhelicopterhas been sizedfor three cases using
auxiliarycruise thrust;i.e., (i) a turbojetexhaust,(2) a _urboJetfan,
and (3) a turboprop. At the designcruisespeed of 200 knots,sufficient
power is suppliedby the t._rusterto overcomethe parasited_ag and engine
ram drag. For the Jet and fan types of cruisethrusters,the engine size
for eachparametricpoint is based on the Jet-flaphover requirementonly.
In additionto sizingenginesto drive the rotor in hover,the turboprop
configurationincludesa separateturbosha_'tenglnerated at 1320 shaft
horsepower. This auxiliaryenginepowersan ll.3-footdiametertail propeller
in the cruisemode. The followingbasic hlgh-speedparameterswere._Ize_:
w
Eng_e selector - _o. I (_ - _.o5)
Thrust recovery - 90_
Duct 1oa8 = 1_
squlvalaut_ _a_ ares .12 _2"
_lCt 8_es mt_ :, 0.5
The result_ _4.. gross veishtsfo_ eachcase are ahmm 4-
_-8. _e _bo_et modeusinS a pressure ratio of _.05 at t_te _
ts _ese et_£ciez_ ths_ the pure _ tc_ developt_ £orvazd _ sad
th_ results in a higher _o_a ve.t_t. Hovevf, _h_ tU _h s _ exhaust; "
velocity thsa the turbojet con_'_bu_,es _o a lonr overall Kross matKht (:Lu_ud:b_
the _n ve_t penat_) _ t_e pure _.
" ' -- ,..... _ ....... . ................ fi__ .....
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Tablj4"-8 Auxiliary Thrust Point Deslgn,s
Pure
Helicopter Turbojet Turbofan Turboprop
Gross _eight ib 14,850 17,000 iI_,400 18,800
FnRated//Engine ib 1,222 1,485 1,135 1,640
No. of Engines 2 2 2 2
No. of Blades 2 2 2 2
Rotor Solidity O.034 O.0376 O.0336 0.0405
Rotor Diameter _ 72.2 72.2 72.2 72.2
Cruise Speed knots 200 200 200 200
NRP Speed knots 200 200 224 200
_P Speed Pmots 203 205 230 217
The incompatability of a sinc!e propulsion system powering both a Jet-
flap rotor and a shaft-driven pr_eller necessitated a separate engine to
drive the propeller. The accompznying weight p_nalties le_d to a signif-
icantly greater gross weight for the turboprop case.
Supplying the ;_rer to overcome parasite and ram drag by means
of an auxiliary thraste: eliminates the propulsive thrust requirement
on the rotor. AzL--_thsurveys of local Cl/C_ Lnd local f!_p deflec-
mmz
tion presented in Figure _-i0 =h_ the effe=t on a Jet-_iap rotor of
blo'_rlngonly enough to meet .theprofile and induced power requiremmnts.
The limited blowing results in a loss of Jet-flap effectlwmess thus
increasi_ the flap deflections required to maintain a trimmed com4itimm.
A ccmpar/s_ of Yi_u-es _ end _-i0 illustrates the effects of reduced
bl_%_ on the performance of a Jet-flap rotor in high _ flight.
I
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1HIGH-SPEED 3-ET-FLAP HELICOPTER WITH AUXILIARY THRUST
AZIMUTH 5UP_VE)t
V" 2_"0 KT
W o'-,o'-2o'-3o",_ . ='o" -7o"
, - O G.
:kO .&O • _";"
-_o" 2o" ;,Z
--80"
L
a_O" , -40
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i 5.00T}_ JET-FIAP APPLICATIONS
' In addition to the basic high-_peed and heavy-llft missions
i used in the parametric comparison studies, some other applications of the
i Jet-flap rotor were briefly examined. As a pure helicopter performing a long
r range heavy-lift mission two jet-flap helicopters were sized and were com-
pared with the shaft-driven helicopter performing the same mission. Results
of this stu_7 are discussed below. Another pure helicopter application
examined by Giravions Dorand for the French D0D s a stationary radar sur-
veillance platform. This is also discussed in paragraph 5.1 below. Another
promising concept of the Jet-flap rotor i.. composite stoppable roZor air-
craft• Among the potential applications of this concept are the Army sur-
veil_n(.e mission, air rescue mission, and the close support mission. The
survetl_uce and air rescue vehicles have been sized to perform typical
missio_ •
5.] 5oNq mN_ _rA_T-LIFT HELICOI_R
Heavyfltft shaft _nd Jet-flap helicopters vere sized +_ meet
the foll_%r_ long range mission.
P_rloL4 - l_O,O00Ib
_,nge = 100 n_
Crulse speed with pa:rlond ,,, 70 kn,_.s
Czuise speed without pa_rload - 125 _
Power requi_ze, xt = T/If = 1.06 at &.O00 foot 9'2F i
mLnuJ pqlo_d = 80
k=e J - t4al
Q
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_ne shaEt-_riven helicopter was designed on the basis of pre-
sent-day heavM-lift helicopter characteristics previously discussed. The
best estimates previously derived were employed for the Jet-flap parameters.
In _lition a configuration based on Dorand's estimates is included. Table
5-1 presents the results for the h arM-lift long range mission.
It may be noted from Tatle 5-i that both Jet-f]_p configurations
are lighter tha- the shaft-lriven helicnpter but operating cost is slightly
higher.
Table 5-I
Long Range H_ Character=s _ics
Shaft-Driven LTV Estimate Dorand Estimate
Oyele ...... Hot Warm
,q
Pressure ratio ...... -.05 1.91
_t recovery ...... O__O _.q8
IXzct pressure loss ...... 0.15 0.01_1 (_'0.7)
Ti_spee_, Pps 700 700 'T'20
Duct area ratio ....... 0.,_ O.T'_
,o. o_bz.ae, 6 3 "_
Gross Welgh_, I0_,_00 iO2,700 _, _O " "_
zz_t7w_Laht,_ _7,_30 L_,_x0 _0,000
OWg,lb 57,9r_0 _,9_0 MO,t:_
Fuel Veigh_, _b 7,_0 i_,_20 2.1:000
msc Ao_, _,f: G._ 8._ 8._
k_toz._, _ .i_,_ i,_ _7.3
_z_t_- o.z,_8 o.o_? o.c_5
!
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iTable 5-I (Concluded)
Long Range HLH Characteristics
Shaft-Driven LTV Estimate Dorand Est£mate
Chord, ft 3._8 5.00 7.58
Weight/ O. S 0. I 0.36
Gross Weight
Operating Cost, C.733 O.865 0.771
ating Cost, _5 525 _68
Fl_:_y Cost, 2.128 2.125 i.921$ x 10-b
Note: 21 .Maintenancemanhours per flight hour used for ali three cases.
_-2 A_ SURVEIT/A2_CEAIRCRAFT
A Composite Jet-flap stopped rotor aircraft, sized for the
typical missions illustrated iu Figure 5-i, is illustrated in Figure 5-2.
noted, this aircraft is equipped with a 16-ft. radius, 2-bladed rotor, which
is stowed in the u_per fuselage for the fixed wing portion of the flight.
Two J85-GE 15 engines (less afterburner) are the basic gas generators and are
moun_e_ on the aft fuselage. During hover, the e_aust of the engines is
directed t_ the rotor. During transition to forward flight the rotor is _m-
loaded and the ex_ust is diverted through the Jet nozzles for fixed wing
cruise. _mzomterlstics of the vehicle are shown in Table 5-2.
•able
Surveillaace Aircraft _m=acteria_i_
I
-- ....... _ ' - ...... i ............. ii i ..... 'an, li _ Illill[illili [ ..... .
1989018 89-
Table 5-2 (Concluded)
Surveillance Aircraft Character_.stics
Wing Area 278 sq. ft.+
Rotor:
Pm_lius 16 ft
Chord 3.5 ft
Solidity 0.14
Disk loading 20.8 psf
Blade loading 150 psf
_Lmax 1.0
" V at Sea Level 394 kts
_mx
Best Loiter Speed at 9000 ib 190 kts
P_mximumRange Speed at SL 200 kts
Transition Speed i00 kts -_
Loa tng 60psi
A weight mmumary is presented in Table 5-3.
.],_
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1Table 5-3
SurveillanceAircraftWeight Summaz_
Structure ..
wing 995
Rotor Group 1782
Horizontal Tail 195
Vertical Tail 78
Fuselage 1433
M_in Gear 6_0
Nose Gear 224
SurfaceControls 535
Nacelles
Total 6175 _bs
E_ines 78_
Air Im4uction 57 •
E_/m_t 1600
Lubrication S_stem 25
Fuel System 230
En_me Control. :sO
st=t s, ,tm
t'oteG 2816 -_=
t
I IIIIIIIIIlU[I..................... -- -- , ................ ' ' ' ,, ,,,,,,, ...... r I IIIII II II IIII II -[
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1TabZe 5-3 (Concludea)
SurveillanceAircraftWeight S.uzmary
Instrumentsand Navigation 137
Nydraallc 120
E!ectrical 250
Furnishings 242
_z ?_9zbs
Total Empt;fWeight 9740 los
Useful Loa_1
crew(_.) _oo
01l 20
Fuel - trapped _0
- _se_b.!_ _000
Total Useful Load. 6960 Ibs
Total Take-Off_eight 15,700Ibm
I
,_.,:)
m=,, .................. IIilI I.......I]II .............................................................
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5.S RESCUEMISSION
For a missionwhich requireshoveringas well as a high speed,
long-rangecapability,such as a rescuemission,the Jet-flaprotor,utilized
in a stoppedrotor compositeaircz_ftoffershigh potential. A preliminary
estimateof the characteristicsof such a w_.hiclehas been made for a typical
long-ra_gehigh-speedmission.
5.3.1 _Ission(Hotray ExceptWhen Not,._iOtherwise)
Verticaltakeoffat 3,000 feet 95°F
Climb to 30,0COfeet
Cruiseout at 400 knots at 39,000feet for _ radiusof
500 nauticalmiles
Let down at 7,0OO feet
Hover at i00 knots at 7,000 feet for SO minutes
Hover at 6,000 feet 95°F for SO _Lnutes,lifting1,200
pounds after 15 minutesof hover
Return to 20,000feet
Ret_n to _ _nots at 30,000 feet
5.3.2 VehicleDescriptioa
The coati.ration of the jet-flap stopped-rotar coa_ostt_
aircraftis illustratedin Figure 5-S. As noted,this aircraftis e_uil_
with a _O-foot4iaaetertwo-blad_ toter, _Ich is stowedla the Upper
fusaXap for the fixed wing tx_t, ton of the flig_. _ rescue e__
sad eq_il_eatis Xoc_te4 form,_d of the _ asst. Two aAvascea_
generators of 197_ t,er.hnology axe suhmer_e_ side-by-side ic the sft _.
ex._austmay be _b_cte_ to _rlve the rote:' f_ _t_._ 15_t
it.. , - .......... . II.... ilil ...... 1 lall i _ J J
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1to tip turbofansmountedon the aft fuselagefor fixed_ flightand during
transition. Characteristicsof the aircraftare presentedin Table 5-4,an_
the weight is stumua_izedin Table 5-5. The grossweight of this aircraftis
:onsiderablyless than any other aircraftconceptthat can performthe
total mission.
5.4 __/;CE RADAR PLATFORM
Gi1-%vionsDorandhas been conductinga designstudy for the
FrenchDOD, C.P.E./D.R.M.E.of an unmanne_jet-flapvehicle. The design
missionis to hover at 16,4OOfeet (5,000meters)for 5 hours with a radar
payloadof 3,670pounds. The airframeis basicallysphericalan_ uses
blee_ air to rotatethe vehiclecontinuouslyfor radar scanningan_ for
controlof its geographicalposition.
Characteristicsof the vehicleare summarize_below.
Weight_mz_ysls
_- .Paylo_.xl 3,670 ;o,Ands
Rotor 1,O60 _oun_s
OperatinzW._i_ht_-_@.ty 3,370 _oun_s
Fuel _,_iO Ic_unds
Gross _':eight 11,880 lxran_s
_hxlnumrressureratio 1.88
Ces tem_e_ture 6_O'r
._
Thrust I,%0/m_as
•uel Cam_,um_Jon 1,110 Immmds_aour
J
!
m_mnln- _ _ .......... • ...... i i I _ II I In - I I
..................................
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1Rotor Ch_ractcri_tics
No. of Blades 2
Di_n_ter 55.8 fe_t
Profile NAC_6_0_4
Chord 2.95 feet
Solidity O.0675
Area T_tio 0.76
Blz:deDuct l_,ch l_nber 0.3
Duct Loss Coefficient KT = 0.6
L_nzine
8i_O;L&-TU_._C'_I-TD?_0FJd:M;+9"IARZAC"
B_as s ratio i._
Installed En.3in_ ::eiGht 660 l_ounds
Conditions at lg,l;O0feet
Standard L_y:
In thia application, with no requirement for pilot or cr_a,
the engine installation and ducting" syste_ can be optimized because of th_
8pecial_ed nature of the system. The engine is mounted vertlcaJ_ :_Ae_
exhaust up, requiring _ a single 90-de_r_ bend in the d_t_. W4.t.h.
thegaadrive,thees_tyweAghtofthevehicleisconsldsrahlmose
voulabere_ fora 8hat_-drAvea_ a_ to_-_m_
8_es.
.. ...... ..
I
. I I I illi I I I III- _ __
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1Table 5-4 Air RescueAircraftCharacteristics
GROSS WEIG}_WL_G 38,300ib
WingArea _28 Sq. Ft.
Chord 8.75 Ft
Aspect Ratio 5.6
ThicknessRatirs 0.12
Sweep 30"
Wing Lo_di_q ._ "
Takeoff 90 I_F
Cruise 80 PSF
Flaps SingleSlottedFowler
HorizontalTailArea ILl Sq. Ft.
VerticalTall Area 62 Sa Ft.
EngineRated Thrust,SLS 6,190ib
Transition _.-ed 130 Kt
Ultimate Load Y.:t_r 4
Sol£_q_ O.115
.No. o_ Bl_hut ?
!
S-3
.... IIII I I
9690 6 89
1r.
Table 5-5 Air RescueAircraft
WEIGHTBREAKDOWN
Rotor Assembly 3,007
47_
_'sel_e 3,952
_,qL._ 2,129
LandingGear i_086
SurfaceControls 1,160
EngineNacelles 5_0
Total Structure L?.,18_
En_.ne_ 1,350
Duct" "._ 2,182
Fuel aud Lubricating Systenm 1,952
Starting and ControlJ 1_0
_m, 1,500
Total [.Topulslozs 7_125
I,,trumen_m and _v 283
_b_aulle. and Pne_a_
El.¢ct:ete,,.t _ E_.-ee_.on£.-s 1,133
_'_'; _7
rm,u,_.nus:_ ._3
Ai_C_dt_lo_._ l%a
2,o_3.rLx_ _ 3,4_
..........i I ........ . ....... t Itttt'_ -- It _ -.I--" " . " _ ":,Iillm_
'19890'18'189-'129
ITable 5-1 (Concluded)
Long Range P_ Characteristics
Shaft-Driven LTV Estimate Dorand Estimate
cho_, _ 3.48 5.oo 7.58
_ty Weight/ o._2 o._I 0.436
-- Gross Weight
Operating Cost, 0.733 0.865 0.771
atlng Cost, '_5 525
Flya_,_yCost, 2.128 2.125 l.921
SxlO_
Note: 21 _mintenance manhours per flight hour used for all three cases.
5-2 A_Y SURVEILI_NCE AIRCRAFT
A Composite Jet-flap stopped rotor aircraft, sized for the
typical missions illustrated in Figure 5-i, is illustrated in Figure 5-2. As
noted, this aircraft is equipped with a 16-ft. rsdius, 2-bladed rotor, which
is stowed in the upper fuselage for the fixed wing portion of the flight.
TdO J85-GE-15 engines (less _fterburner) are the basic gas generators and are
s_unte_ on the aft fuselage. During hover, the er3aust of the engines is
directed to the rotor. Duri_ transition to forward flight the rotor is un-
and the exhaust is diverted through the Jet nozzles for fixed wing
cruise. Characteristics of the vehicle are shown in Table 5-2.
Tsble5-2
Sur_eillance Aircraf_ C_e.-_eristics
arosew_4_t 16,700Ib
w__ _
I
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1Table 5-2 (Concluded)
Surveillance Aircraft Characteristics
Wing Area 278 sq. ft..
Rotor:
P_dius 16 ft
Chor_ 3.5 ft
Solidity 0.i_
Disk loadd_g 20.8 psf
Blade loading 150 psf
1.0
-- V at Sea Level 39_ kts
max
Best Loiter Speed at 9000 lh 190 kts
200 kts
Y_xinum P_n_e Speed at SL
Transition Speed I00 Et_ _-
wingLoad/rig 60psi
A weight s_-_j is presented in Table 5-3.
I
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1Table5-3
Surveillance Aircraft Weight Summary.
Structure ..
wlng 995
Rotor Group 1782
Horizontal Tail 195
Vertical Tail 78
Fuselage 1433
Main Gear 640
Nose Gear 224
Surface Controls 535
Nacelles ___2°_ .
Total 61'_5Ibs
Propulsion
Engines 78_
Air Induction 57 •
E_haust 1600
Lubrication System 25
F_el System 230
Engine Controls !_
s__ s_tm
_L'ot_I 281,_ .1.b:l
e
i
t
II II ill ill I i Illlii ......... II _
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Table 5-3 (Concluded)
Su_eillance Aircraft Weight Summary
Instruments and Navigation 137
Hydraulic 120
Electrical 250
Furnishings 242
Total 7_9 Ibs
Total E_pty Welght 9740 Ibs
Useful Load.
Oil 20
Fuel - t_pped _0
- _eabla hOCO
Total Useful _ 6_60 1ha
Total Ta_e-Off Weisht 16,700 Iba
I
_".S
_ _ ~ .... ....................
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15.3 RESCUE MISSION
For a mission which requires hovering as w__llas a high speed,
long-range capability, such as a rescue mission, the Jet-flap rotor, utilized
in a stopped rotor composite aircraft offers high potential. A preliminar_j
estlrate of the cb_-acteristics of such a vehicle has been made for a typical
long-range hlgh-speed mission.
5.3.1 _Ission (Hot Day Except When Noted Otherwise)
Vertical takeoff at 3,000 feet 95"F
Climb to 30,000 feet
Cruise out at 400 knots at 39,000 feet for a raditLsof
500 nautical miles
Let down at 7,000 feet
Hover at lOO knots at 7,000 feet for 30 minutes
hover at 6,000 feet 95"F for 30 minutes, lifting 1,200
pounds after 15 minutes of hover
Return to 20,000 feet
Return to 1_0 knots at 30,000 feet
5,3,2 Vehicle De s_i._tto.
The configuration of the Jet-flap s_pped-rotcn" compostt_
aircraft Is Lllustzate_ in FtEure 5-3. As noted, this aircraft tb equtppe'l
wtth a 5o-foot d£amete_ tw_bladed rot_, wh._ch is stowed :in the _-',F_"
fusel_e for t_ fLv.-a wing portion of the fltsh_, The rescue e_meu_
and equil_ant is located fo_.d of the rotea" met. Two advaneld _m
gaueratm_ of 1975 t4ahuol_y are submerged side-by-side Jet the eft fuNlq..
Tam1: exha_ ms:Vbe _te4 to ._£ve th_ _ for :oto_-lx:_ flJ_t
l I l I II .... _ I ill I i_ i IIIillla i I Ill .................. _ _ I
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1to tip turbofans mounted on the aft fusel_ge for fixed wing flight and during
transition. Characteristics of the aircraft are presented in Table 5-4, and
the weight is s_%narized Jn Table 5-5. The gross weight of this aircraft is
considerably less than any other aircraft concept that can perform the
total mission.
5._ SURVEILL_I_CE-.hDARPLATFORM
Giravions Dorand has been conducting a design study for the
French DOD, C.P.E./D.R.M.E. of an unmanned jet-flap vehicle. The deslgu
mission is to hover at 16,400 feet (5,000 meters) for 5 hours with a r_lar
payload of 3,670 pounds. The _irfr_ is basically spherical and uses
bleed air to rotate the vehicle continuously for radar scanning and for
control of its geographical position.
Characteristics of the vehicle are s_arized below.
Weight }_zlysls
_ I_ylo'_d 3,670 _o,mds
Rotor 1,060 l_ound.s
O_era_!nz W._i_htK_j 3,370 ._ounds
FueX 4,8.'_0I_.unds
Gross 1:ei_lt 11,880 pounds
_hxir__ rressure ratio 1.88
_s te_e_ ture _Oe_
Fuel Cc.=,,_o. 1,110 Pot_s/_ar
............. IHI !
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Rotor _la_to_-irtics
No. of Blade_ 2
Di_n_ter 55.8 feet
Profile NAc_6hO_h
Chord 2.95 feet
soli_Ity 0.o675
Area Ratio 0.76
B1::_eDuct Ib.chl_-_ber 0.3
luct loss Coofflcient _ = 0.6
Euzine
_._.s s ratio 1._
Installed L_._in-_ Ue!c.ht 6_0 _ounds
Con_/tlcn.;at !_,400 feet
Standard i_-y:
In this a_pl_cation, with no requirement for ptlot or cr_as
the engine installation and ductin_ system can be optimized because of th_
_eeialized nature of the system. The en6_ne is mounted vertic_ :_Ith
exhauJt up, requir_ _1_ a 8_,1e 90-aeCt_ bend iu the du_. Witch
the _sa d_ve, %he empty welKh% of the yehLILe 48 @onstder_le less _hsm
w_l bo r_ fo_ s 81:m,ft,.drlven _/_ta,aec_ to Otzsvt_-_
_m5 •
]
. Ill _'" "';' ...... - ,_ .......• ,_
 9690 6 89-]40
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Table 5-4 Air Rescue Aircraft Charemteristics
GROSS _:TG_ WLNG 38,300 Ib
Wing Area _28 Sq_ Ft.
stun _9 Ft.
Chord 8.75 Ft
Aspect Ratio 5.6
:_ickness Ratio O. ]2
S_ep 30"
Wing Lo_u_ __ f
Takeoff 90 PSF
Cz_ise 80 I_
Flaps Single Slotte_ Fowler
__ ° _ .
Horizontal Tall A.rp 111 Sq. Ft.
Vertical Tail Area 62 Sq.Ft.
Engine Rated Thrust, ELS 6,190 Ib
_ransition _ 130 K%
Ultimate Load F_ctor 4
ROTOR
Diameter _OFt,
No. of Wades ?
_me _S 19._.WW
_ _i Toone_
m_ a_.__ _ o._tB
t_l.clmus _,_4_ O, %
I
5,1.3
I
II I I II II II I I IIIIIII I II I
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Table 5-5 Air Rescue Aircraft
WEIG_LE_BREAKDOWN
Rotor Assembly 3,007
Ta_ _7_
Fu:_lage 3,952
Win_ 2,129
Landing Gear 1,086
Surface Controls 1,160
Engine Nacelles 350
Total Structure 12,184
_ines 1,350
Ductin_. 2,182
Fuel a_ Lubricating Systems 1,952
Starting and Controls i_0
Fan, .i_5OO ..
To_.l Propulsion 7,125
lnst_n_en_s and N_7 283
_7_raulics and .Pnemaatic 9_
Electrical an_ Eleetroni,:s I,IS3
.4A_m_meu"; ;'9 7
Ai_+c_Uclo_,_ __1!_...
Tota_ _Ax_i _paea_ 3,_
>,1%'
° •
L
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1Table 5-5 Air Rescue Aircraft (Concluded)
Weight Breakdown
Crew 860
Fuel 14,323
011 105
A_=o(_oo Ra) 22o
Mini Guns (2) __- 70 _
Total UseD_l Lo_ 15,.=78
Gross Takeoff Weight 38,300
-.....
i
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16.O COST _F_£CTIVEk_SS A_L%LYSIS
6.1 BASIC CCST _CTI_I_SS CRITERIA
In studies of this type, evaluation criterion must of
necessity be selected _ich can be fitted to the design and performance
data to be developed• Thus, the sophistication of the cost effectiveness
model is dependent on the depth emd detail tc "_ich the design is
developed. Initially.designs can be optimized parametrically using weight
empty as a cost p_r_meter and gross weight as the effectiveness paremeter.
As the design progresses, effectiveness parameters such as ton miles per
hour, ton miles per pound of fuel, tons per hour, etc. are used. At the
s_ne time complexity factors may be applied to various areas of cost fo_
more rational cost criterion• However, experience has shown that the cost
of RDT&E and hardware on new development programs in which the state-of-
the-art is extended cannot be estimated wlth very much confidence, even
_en considerable design detail is avail-_ble.
The cost effectiveness criteria selected for comparing the
various H!J_ and HSH confib_raticns ar_:
, Operating Cost per Ton Nautical Mile
• Operat'.ng Cost per Flight Hour
Operating co_t is 11sed in I_ eu of tctal life cycle cost
because, !) it is more dir_.ct]_ relnted _:,o zircr._/_ performance and.
capability, 2) it is 7mlch tess sensitive to variations LD cost of _DTP_
and hzrd,_.re for which estimates can not be made with very _mch conflde_:e
at this sta_e end 3) it is a measure with which the contractor i_ femILtar
and ex_e-r_enced.
I
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The equation for operating cost was developed originally for
preliminary evaluations and parametric analyses on the Light Intratheater
Transport (L22) VTOL and STOL studies. It is based on specified Air Force
operational and cost factors and has been reduced to the following basic
equation.
= i
Co [16_ + 42.n RCP'= + .025 _._ HD Cf (i0"6) + .01_25 HDFH]
where CO -- OperatinE Cost - $ per flight hour - (1967 dollars)
Rc = Number of flight crews per A/C = 1.5
Pc = Number of men per flight crew = 2.0
U = Annual utilization in hours per A/C = I000
M = :-_aintenancem_.uhoursper flight hour
HD "-"Flight hours per day per A/C = 1000/365 - 2.7_
Cf = Aizpleme unit cost in dollars
FH -- Fuel used per A/C per flight hour in pounds
Since the above equation requires aircraft unit cost as an input, an
empirical equation for estLm_tlng f!yaw_y cost is provided. This equation
was derived in ear/.71968 by a regression analysis of ten data poluts;
two on conventional aircraft sad eight on V/STOL designs which were pre-
viously Costed in decoi].. "r_enthe resultiag equation wa_ applied to a
current production helicopter design, the re_ul_s were close to available
values. Although _he s_eclfi¢ _alues obtained from the equation m_V be
open to que_tlon, it does l_rovldeL standsrd basis for _va].umti_
differential cost effects of basic design and _erformance variations.
_e equation t_t
, ,. W _ a .81 "_lWt .
.0172_ ._31_ a .h88,1_ , .639Tt wZ_ 3881
ct -
I
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where Cf' = Airp!_ne cost per .oound of aunty weight including engines and
electronics _ 200 units in 1967 dollars.
MCR = Cruise }:ach nu_zber
T/Wt= S.L. std. day tnrcst to weight ratio
= w -Cw +w )Wa • el
WE = Weight empty
W = Weight of engines
Wel = Weight of electronics
Wt = Gross ta_eoff weight
Nz = Ultimate load factor- 3.75
N = N_mber of enginese
S = Equivalent wing area = 2RCB
R = Rotor radius - ft,
C = _otor average chord- ft.
B = Nuzber of blades
' .2_6)
Cf = (Cf)(_)(3.682 x NA/c"
Where Cf = Cumulative average total airplane cost per alrpls.ne In 1967
_A/C = Nuzber of aircraft produced = i00
In the in%tial cost effectiveness evaluation, an estimate of
i0 _/FH was used for both the Jet flap and shaft driven HSH. However, as
more detailed information became ave/lablej _reliminary estimates uf the
maintenance men.ours per flight hour were made for the LTV hot cycle H_H
point design and the _haft driven _ point _esi_n. Re_its indicated Ii_6
mainten_nce msrhours per fligh_ hour w_re rec._Ired for the _t-flap
helicopter and 13.0 for th_ shaft-driven v_icles, With a c_ld u_:mle
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Jet-flap it is estimated that the t_ would be approximately the same
due to the additional machinerj associated with the cold cycle. A
preliminary estimate indicated that 18 maintenance manhours per flight
hour would be required for the shaft driven and the cold cycle Heavy Lift
helicopters. A breakdown of the High Speed estimated maintenance is
sub,marIzed below.
Organiz_t_ona! '.:alntcnance(_C_/FH) Jet-Flap Shaf_____t
Scheduled l:a/ntenance 2.50 3.00
Unscheduled ::aintenance
Aircraft Basic (2.00) (2.50)
Engines (2.50) (3.00)
_tilltie_ (O.35) (0.25)
Instruments (O.25) (O.25)
Co_-_unlc_ttons (0.50) (O,50)
Navigations (0.hS) (0,_5)
F_scetlsneou_ (0.05) (0.05)
Total Uuschedul¢4 6.i0 7:00.
Total Organizational 3,60 i0.00
Intermediate Maintenance 3.O0 3.O0
Total Malnt_nance 11,60 13.00
6.2 COST EFFECTIVENESS C_4PARISO_S
Based on the foregoing ,:rite:iaand methodology. Figu2e 6-1
compares the cost effectiveness in _llar_ _er flight hour and _11ars per
ton nautical tulleof v&rioa._HSH Jet flap concepts with the shaft driven
HSH an_ al_ considers the effects of cruise speed variation on the ah_
I
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1driven helicopter. Because _.th the mechanical system, alleviation of
rotor cyclic lo_ing (vertical vibration) is not readily achieved, as is
the case with the Jet flap, practical considerations may limit the
continucus cruise speed of the shaft-driven vehicle. The operating cost
varies drastically "_-ithspeed as indicated in Figure 6-1. If the Jet fla_
at 200 kts is compared with the shaft-driven helicopter at lower speeds,
an operatin_ cost _dv_nt_e in dollars per ton _4 for the jet flap can
be realized. Cost per flight hour _-emainshigher for the Jet flap. In
this figure estimates of maintenance manhours per flight hour were taken
as I0.0 for both the jet-flap and shaft-driven vehicle.
The sensitivities of key jet flap rotor p_rsmeters to
operating costs in _oLlars per ton _! are presented in Figure 6-2. This
figure sh_s the effects of variations in thrust recovery, duct loss,
parasite drag _id maintenance man.ho-_rsper flight hour. It is evident
that when cozp&red at 200 _a_o_cruise speed, the zhaft-driven helicopter
has lower operating cos_ than the jet-flap helicopter for reasonabl_
expected val,_eso£ the psr_metcr_,
Cost effectiveness figures for sewral _H and HIH are
tabulated in Table h-2 and _.
6.3 _L_hNATE. COST EFFECTIVE_ESS CRITERI_
lh_rin_the !_tter phase of the Jet Flap Rotor Applic._ien
8tu_ it _ deeide_ t_ cc_are the Jet Flap and Shaft Driven helicopters
on the basia of _ota4 ._-stem lif_ cycle cost using a ten year system
life. N_er, because of the uncertainty associated with esttmati_g
EDT_ and hardware, _2_e a_ccraft were co_te_ inde_eudentl7 by tw_
_Affereat g_oups. One _.oup used the methodologM of Para_ 6.1 to
-_-,_ --- r. ' "' " '""""'" I. I II _ I III .....................
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determine operating cost aud flya'waycost, plu3 the following equatlons to
determine total acquisition and I<DT&Z. Ag&in Air Force factors were used
from the LIT study.
Acquisition Cost
= _ ' UM)
Caq 1.30 C_;A/C + (i12,000 + Ii,_00 RC:_C + 16,35 . NUE
C = Total system acquisition cost - dollars
ag
Cf = Flyaway cost per A/C
NA/C = Nu_-berof aircraft lu initial procuremenL
NUZ = Number of U.E. aircraEt in inltial procurement
hC = Fligh_ crew ratio (no. of crews oer A/C)
I
PC = Nur..berof personnel in a :'light':re_
U = _nual flight hours per aircraft
M = Mainten_mce ms_hours per :light ho_w ('d/ode.mo_)
c_ ,= 95 x zo6 ..,..%7._ (20ocz)
Cf = _'h_m,average flyaway price at 2Q0
The other group used recent historical A-7 data such as _ar_,o=rs._ezpo_
to the maximum extent possible. In addition, general _stL_atlng relY_:m
developed by R_r.dCorporation were used to estimate propulsion s-js:mm
costs, and for s.veas wlth limited experience such ,-_ssystems eng!neerlmg
or _ta, _ost r_tho_oloe-i_c ftcm LIT studies and the C-142 cost _r_al
were use_.
To_e& l_f_E, ac_Aisition_ and c_erati_g =_t for _en ye_rs
estl_mated 1_ the inda_ndeut me_hods described above were ccubint.! in_
Tot_. Sy_:m Cost a_d _he zesul_s are c_:._ed in _e_ 6-_ and_-k. £a
_:r'.'.'.'.'.'._rtnglet_.,_ _'3 _- _.'_,both methodologies _.ow _ery _L_1_f.le%_
d
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1c _c_ Between the Jet Flap and the Shaft Drive from the standpoipt of
operating cost cver a lO year _erlod. However, if total ten year cost is
the criterion, Fi_e 6-3 (based on empirical equations) shows the Jet
Flap about four (4) percent hi@her cost than the _ChaftDrive while
Figure 6-4 sho_:sthe Jet Flap about seven (7) percent lower cost than
the shaft drive. Cc_nparingabsolute numbers for a procurement of i00
aircraft shows a difference in total system cost between the two
methodologies of about 12_ for the jet flap and 24% for the shaft drive
while operating costs show a variation of only B% for the jet flap and
7_ for the shaft drive_ This illustrates one reason for selecting
operati_ cost as the basic evaluation criterion.
.. No clear cat ad_-antagefor either system based on cost
effectiveness can be predicted based on these studies. Additional desi_
and operating data _re needed to achieve a more confident cost
effectiveness comparison.
. tl ttttttittt tl I II -- t I
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!7.0 CONCLJJS!O'._I
7.1 HIGH-SPEED HELICOPTER CO_._AR.ISO;_
Assuming opt__misticvalues for t_._ust:e_.ove_ factor _nd
opt_r_stic aerodynamic and propulsion "-yste_m_le_.-'._:_,the j_=t-flawhig_-
speed helicopter can beccme competitive with the shaft-drlvcnhelicopter
of comparable technology in terms of gross weight and _os_ess a signifi-
cantly lower empty weight. From a cost-effectiveness standpoint at the
same speed of 200 kts, no clear-cut advantege for the Jet-flap is evident,
as Its operating cost is higher due to higher fuel consumption which tends
to offset potential f_vaway cost savings. The f_ng qualities of the
_et-flap helicopters at hlgh speed are significantly smoother than the
conventional shaft-driven vehicle. Thi_ feature could contribute to lower
maintenance requirements, more favorable fat_le environment for the
structure and pilot, and longer-llved ccml_nents, all of which could further
decrease the total llfe cycle cost of the Jet-flap relative to the shaft-
driven helicopter. In the present _tudy, quantitative accountebility
for these types of features in the cost was not possible. However, if the
shaft-driven vehicle were limited to cruise speeds be!ow about 160 knots
the _et-fl_ _erati_ cost is less.
Of the various cc0_m_ designs exemtned, the tip-turbine
_ direct thw,_st and the _zlit-fl_ tip nozzle concepts showed a superiority
over the pm_ 3et-fl_ helicopter in weight and'operatiz_ cost.. Other
i em_amd concealsmmmined,_ thedlreetthrust Je_ nonle, amd
alrectt_mst turboprop_ h.s,i_ _zm _ _ _ot-f_ heXlec_ter.
lime of the Imema_e eenea_s aehi_'_ an opemtinl_ cost advuntqleown,
"196S90"16)'189A-002
I7-_ HI_q SPIED PO_IAL
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S_e x'es_ts of the _l_sis of the high speed _tentt_ of
the Jet-flaprotor are s_m_arizedbelow:
. kaximumspeed capabilityof Jet-flaprotor configured
helicoptersis limitedby power requirementsratherthan
by blade aerodynmmlcsas is the case for a shaft-_ven
helicopte_.
• For_zrdspeedsof over 250 kts ere aerodynamically
possiblewith a Jet-flaprotor.
. Power considerations based on 6000' 950 sizing will
generallylimit speedsto under 250 Ets.
. The two-per-royverticalforcescharacteristicof 2-bla_ed
rotors can be alleviated in a shaft-driven helicopter by
_er._nposing blo_rl_g. Pen-_lty due to mechenicel
ccv_lexitlwas not evaluated iu this stu_.
7-_ .PR_Sb_:_ERATI0 C_._ARIS(_.
• Tn all _ases stu_ted, (hlgh-speed_heavy-llft,hot-warmcyclep.
,_3.d cTcXe) miniz_ 8ross _eight occw_red at pressure ratios of around four.
Most In_einent fac_ contribu_.i_ to this result in offsetting the fav_-
able pr_mlsion s_rste_ effAci_uc_.ee _ low pressure ratios are.
. 9ue._.area _ntr_ ,_Ic, lea_s to ._ _a_y ua
bXa_e and @actwe_hts a_ the _ ]measureratine.
. ¢_ _eomm_-t_ _ _,_e _ incremee
• /
, .. .::: ..
.........,,,-:C:.'.L'_...._ "_----I-
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I"I,1_ CYCLE C£__A__ISON
Pecause of its simplicity, favorable gas-horsepo_mr-to-weight
ratio and its compatibility with higher pressure ratio, the hot cycle
yields the llghtest gross weight vehicle for a given mission, being
approximately 8 percent lighter than the cold cycle at the same pressure
/
I
ratio. However, the temperature associated with the late 1970's gas
f
zeneratcrs used in this study arc of the order of 1600@F. From a
materials point of view, this is a high risk area. In the design of an
actual vehicle, the weight penalty for operating at lower pressure ratios
and temperature should be evaluated.
7.5 THRUST RECOV_z_YFACTOR
t
The achievable value of thrust recovery with a rotating
rectangular nozzle is not we_l known. It is a relatively sensitive
parameter in the high-speed case. The sensitivity study _ndicated that, _'-__
for a nozzle velocity coefficient of 0.96, average Jet-flap aerodynamic
thrust recovery values of the order of O.94 are required to make the
_et-flap HSH competitive with the shaft-drivenHSH, Improved methods for \
estimating thrust recovery are needed.
7.6 Dt_TE,_ PRESSURE LOSS
For a reasonable compact conventional proI_lsion system
installation (i.e. engines horizontal fore and aft, with two bends of
approximately 90e each), the m_nimmn pressure loss • P from gas generator
-r
exhaust to Jet-flap nozzle, is expected to be approximately 0.08 to 0.11
at a pressure ratio of 2 and 0.11 to 0.15 at a pressure ratio of four.
The sensitivity of gross weight to pressure loss is apprc_matel_ one-half
percent per percent pressure drop.
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,•, Oq_R SE??SITMTIES
Relatiw_iy low sensitivity o_ _ross weight to the following
pa_neters w_s indicate_:
j Area ratio (duct area/total blade profile area)
-_- per O.lO area ratio.
. Tip Speed - Negligible change in _oss weight of the
Heavy Lift Helicopter ove_ the range of 640 to 800 fps
tip speed.
• Direct thrust at high speed - gross weight increas_ of
14 percent for turbojet cruise proptdtsion at 200 kts _o
l
overcome parasite drag; 3 percent decrease in gros_
weight for turbofan crldse.
. Tip l_ozzle power split - A decl-ease in gross weight of
percent is achievable if 50 percent of %.heflow i;
directed through tip nozzles. T,'_ethe'_this _J1lld les;#.:
adequate flow for control is not known° /
• .7_8 PARAS _ DRAG
Gross weigkb sensitivity to parasite drag .%tea (fus_ls&e,
empennage, h_b, interference) is appro"_imately 3 percent per square fot,h
4r._ a_,:a, fhus care should be taken in minimizing the dr_ :_# _e,'o-
_.>_temic_Liy"ciesalng up" the hub a_.ea. However, based on analy_.i;-!
;l
_n_ _er_,uental _ata, confidence that the minimum a,'.h_eva_le_.cB_i_;nt
_raK area for the Jet flap helicopter of tKi_ st*_kV is 12 + i s_. _. i_
t
I III I IIIIIIIIII I_ I I IIIII .... Llll_Ji_mii....1_i_--','' '= _ _ _ II .....
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7-9 HEAVY-LIFT _:LICOPT_R C¢_PARIS_
For the very _ho_t range mission (IONM radius), both the hot
and cold cycle, the 3obladed je_-flap helicopters were lighter (hot cycle
11.5 per,:ent,cold cycle I_.8percent) than the shaft-driven helicopter.
.._ In the _H case, operating cost per ton RM of the Jet-Flap was sli_tl_
higher. An edditional improvement in weight of some 6 percent of the
Jet-fl_p over the sha_-driven Hb_ would be realized if the nmnber of
blades were reduced to _wD.
7.I0 yALID!:I_Y_OFCC_'._alSON_YA
As indicated in Paragraph 6.1, in a stu_v of this type where
the emphasis is on psrsmetric performance rather than detailed design.j
validity of cost as a canpariston criterion _st be questioned and placed
in proper perspective. Operating cost appears to be a mare _lid criterioa
than total life cycle or hardware cost l_rlmari_y because It is dlre_7
related to performance and thus is less sensitive to variation8 in RD_E
and hardware costs, estimates of wl_ichcannot be made with _ch cozg'idenee
- at this stage. Probably mare valid critar.ta for this _tsoa In
we_ht ana other characteristics .and these ere also _resented. _ i
operatin_ costs per hour, operati.8 co_ per t_-IM, and fl_meqr cost an i
presented 'rcr variuT.s cases, _t is cautioned that these _ _ be I
eensldered as_dlestors rather than herd f'tnel ea'tterla. 5_e vel4_ mdi
othe_ ,_asracte_s_ies ahould be c_s_ in e_l_ri_ the _ _ t&e
• .|
.,Aer _ the two bUle _c_ials, l_a_Lte _ _
969o 6 89#,-oo6
"¢
utilization of the high CL capability of th_ jet-flap app_2ar_ to be
_:herehigh disc loadirgs are required. This is especially true in the
_topp_.ble rotor cas_ where rotor size is importa_n=. Of course, from a
_o_'er r_quirement point-of-vie'_'_the tendency is to go to lo_¢er disc
loadings but in that case, the high CL capability of the jet-fl_p rotor
is no_ exercised.
The pneumatically-driven rotor, equipped ;_th a jet-fl_p
or similar control device, appears to offer promize in a stopped _Id
stowed rotor application. It's stiffness, continuous control capability,
compactness, and light wei@ht pro%ide features .which tend to _]_!Icviate
some of the problems that have been encountered _th conventJon_.l rotor
stopping and sto_ring. Thus, further Investlgaticn of this application
of the jet-flap is reccrmnended.
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